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Chapter Two 

Consuming the City: Dorothy Richardson’s Pilgrimage and Film Criticism 

While through her life and works Levy represents New Women making their 

claims to a wider public sphere embodied by the city and streets, the unaccompanied 

public walking by particularly the middle-class women in the 1880s is, as the previous 

chapter indicates, still strongly disapproved in both the real and fictional worlds. 

Delighting in unchaperoned streetwalking in spite of a Mrs. Grundy’s reprimand, 

Levy and her female characters pioneer in breaking from the social code requiring that 

women going out need the company of a gentleman or an older female relative, a 

practice strictly observed by the middle-class throughout most of the nineteenth 

century. Female visibility in the public space, however, becomes more and more 

acceptable and desirable when women of the fin de siècle are increasingly encouraged 

to enter public space as workers, shoppers, diners, and pleasure-seekers. In her 1900 

article entitled “The Decay of the Chaperon,” the social observer Mary Jeune notices 

that women of her days have started to assert their presence in public without the 

supervision of guardians: 

English society and life have been adapting themselves to the 

independence, which modern thought and education must inevitably have 

on women . . . the intimacy which women and men now occupy in regard 

to each other, seems almost another safeguard to the new relations, as the 

naturally chivalrous feeling of men towards women is not weakened, but 

rather strengthened, by the confidence which such a position creates, and 

which must prevent a man of honour taking advantage of it, added to 
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which, though a girl may in reality know less of the dark side of life, than 

in a time of more supervision, the self-reliance which is the result of her 

independence, must enable her to better stand alone, or as one may put it, 

take care of herself.59 

Writing about late-Victorian London, Dorothy Richardson portrays a female 

rambler enjoying such greater freedom of walking on the open streets of fin de siècle 

London in Pilgrimage, a grand sequence of thirteen novels. It is notable that 

Richardson invests her novels exclusively with the mind of Miriam Henderson, the 

heroine who works as a dental secretary in London and is the very picture of 

Richardson herself. In especially the middle volumes of the novels, Richardson has 

detailed descriptions of a wide spectrum of women entering fin de siècle London’s 

public spaces. For her portrayals of the city life in Pilgrimage, Richardson is praised 

and dubbed “a Wordsworth of the city of London” (Powys 19-21), the female 

counterpart to the famous Romantic poet eulogizing nevertheless the scenery of the 

countryside. Richardson’s fictional representation of women’s public walking and 

using of public spaces corresponds to the actual enlargement of women’s sphere 

during the late Victorian and Edwardian periods. A contemporary writer and friend of 

Richardson’s, Winifred Bryher recommends for people abroad to read Pilgrimage if 

they would know England as it really was like between 1890 and 1914 (168). 

                                                       
59 Mary Jeune, “The Decay of the Chaperon,” Fortnightly review 74 (1900) 629-38 qtd in Emma 
Liggins, George Gissing, the Working Woman, and Urban Culture (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006) 149. An 
1889 article entitled “Chaperones” from Woman’s Penny Paper also proclaimed: “Our social life has 
changed. One could hardly walk a quarter of a mile in any street of London without seeing instances of 
it, particularly in [the] dress and manner of women, in the things they do, in the words they say.” See 
“Chaperones,” WPP, 2 March 1889, excerpted in E. S. Riemer and John Fout, eds., European Women: 
A Documentary History (New York: Schocken, 1980) 37 qtd. in Judith R. Walkowitz, City of Dreadful 
Delight: Narratives of Sexual Danger in Late-Victorian London (Chicago: Chicago UP, 1992) 68. 
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Bryher’s recommendation is of particularly historical significance regarding 

Richardson’s representation of Englishwomen at the fin de siècle as increasingly 

disrupting the spatial demarcations of the public and private spheres. Yet aside from 

previous studies of Richardson’s Pilgrimage as emblematic of modernist, 

feminine/feminist writing, there has been little scholarship studying female urbanism 

in her work. It is not until recent years that studies of the city, space and gender 

rekindle interests in re-reading Richardson’s novels, which represent women’s 

streetwalking and visibility in fin de siècle London’s public spaces. 

     In The Pilgrimage, Dorothy Richardson has her heroine Miriam Henderson, a 

flâneuse exploring fin de siècle London, engage in a new mode of observing the city. 

The mode of observation employed by Richardson and passed on to her heroine 

breaks from the often male-dominated, realistic observations coming into dominance 

since the later half of the nineteenth century in British novels. In her foreword to the 

1938 edition of The Pilgrimage, Richardson states that she has tried to produce a 

“feminine realism” in writing her grand novel sequences. Indicating that the tradition 

of realism has been established by male practitioners such as Honeré de Balzac and 

Arnold Bennett, Richardson says: 

Since all these novelists happened to be men, the present writer, 

proposing at this moment to write a novel and looking round for a 

contemporary pattern, was faced with the choice between following one 

of her regiments and attempting to produce a feminine equivalent of the 

current masculine realism. Choosing the latter alternative, she presently 

set aside . . . . (1938: 9) 
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In her rather evasive rendition of “the feminine equivalent of masculine realism,” 

Richardson associates it with literary experiments by the French novelist Marcel 

Proust, who produced “an unprecedentedly profound and opulent reconstruction of 

experience focused from within the mind of a single individual,” with newly-invented 

terms such as “the stream of consciousness,” “interior monologue,” and “slow-motion 

photography,” and ultimately with “feminine prose,” which is “unpunctuated, moving 

from point to point without formal obstructions,” in The Pilgrimage as well as in the 

novels by Charles Dickens and James Joyce (1938: 10-12). 

Richardson’s employment of a new mode of observation in The Pilgrimage has 

been explicated by Mary Sinclair, a contemporary British novelist and literary critic. 

In her 1918 review of the early novel-chapters of The Pilgrimage, Sinclair remarks 

that Richardson “is not the wise, all-knowing author” and “is not concerned in the 

way that other novelists are concerned with character” (92). The heroine Miriam is 

“an acute observer, but she is very far from seeing the whole of these people [moving 

through her world]”; “they are presented to us in the same vivid but fragmentary way 

in which they appeared to Miriam, the fragmentary way in which people appear to 

most of us” (Sinclair 92). Besides, praising Richardson for her breaking from realistic 

conventions, Sinclair famously refers to Richardson’s representation of the heroine’s 

fragmented perception as “the stream of consciousness”: 

In identifying with this life, which is Miriam’s stream of consciousness, 

Miss Richardson produces her effect of being the first, of getting closer to 

reality than any of our novelists who are trying so desperately to get 

close. . . . . It’s to Miriam’s almost painfully acute senses that we owe 
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what in any other novelist would be called the “portraits” of Miriam’s 

mother, of her sister Harriet . . . . (Sinclair 93) 

Virginia Woolf is another contemporary critic indicating that Richardson has 

renovated the way of observing reality in her novels. In her 1919 review of 

Richardson’s The Tunnel, the fourth novel-chapter of The Pilgrimage, Woolf remarks 

that Richardson as novelist aware of “the discrepancy between what she has to say 

and the form provided by tradition for her to say it in” gets so far as to “achieve a 

sense of reality far greater than that provided by the ordinary means” (15-16). In her 

1923 review of Richardson’s The Revolving Lights, the seventh novel-chapter of The 

Pilgrimage, Woolf says “[there] is no one word, such as romance or realism to cover, 

even roughly, the works by Miss Dorothy Richardson” and their characteristic is “one 

for which we still seek a name”(51). Besides, in claiming that Richardson has 

invented throughout her works “the psychological sentence of the feminine gender,” 

Woolf points to Richardson’s gendered way of approaching reality. The sentence 

Richardson employs is “of a more elastic fibre than the old, capable of stretching to 

the extreme, of suspending the frailest particles, of enveloping the vaguest shapes” 

(51). It is also “a woman’s sentence, but only in the sense that it is used to describe a 

woman’s mind by a writer who is neither proud nor afraid of anything that she may 

discover in the psychology of her sex” (51). 

     Both Sinclair’s and Woolf’s evaluations of Richardson and her novels are used 

by scholars nowadays to prove that the female novelist has anticipated the many 

literary innovations of modernism. Employing largely an aesthetical perspective, 

Sinclair and Woolf indicate that Richardson as novelist has come up with a refined, 
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feminine way of seeing, representing, and knowing the reality, departing from the 

previous novelists practicing the rather naïve, unsophisticated methods of realism. 

However, such a new mode of observation is not exclusively aesthetical or ontological, 

existing between the observer and the observed per se, as Sinclair and Woolf seem to 

suggest in their reviews of The Pilgrimage. It is also exercised against the fin de 

siècle’s London’s public spaces in which the heroine Miriam and her mobility are 

situated. 

     In The Pilgrimage, London embodies spaces of freedom and adventure for the 

heroine Miriam Henderson, who comes to the city to make her own living as a dental 

assistant. The Pilgrimage does not begin with Miriam’s exploration of London until in 

the opening chapter of The Tunnel where the heroine, we are told, finds her lodging 

place at Mrs. Bailey’s in Tansley Street abutting the Bloomsbury square. Driven out of 

a necessity to support herself by the family’s bankruptcy, Miriam has known the toil 

of labor since her previous work as governess for a wealthy family in North London. 

Moving out from a largely suburban, bourgeois environment characteristic of both her 

family before the sudden loss of fortune and the household she has worked for, 

Miriam during her long residence in London, which lasts for more than one decade, 

launches into discoveries of a city whose ambience opens vistas she has hardly known 

before. Unlike life in the suburbs, which Miriam consistently associates with 

exclusiveness and domesticity typical of the middle-class, living in central London, or 

more specifically the West End, means to her opening up to people and space of all 

kinds, making contacts with the crowd, the streets, and public venues such as cafés, 

restaurants, shops, theaters, and clubs. Thus, settling down in a city which would 
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prove to be her love for the subsequent years, Miriam perambulates the street in her 

nightly walk, feeling emancipated: 

Strolling home towards midnight along the narrow pavement of 

Endsleigh Gardens, Miriam felt as fresh and untroubled as if it were early 

morning. When she had got out her Hammersmith omnibus into the 

Tottenham Court Road, she had found that the street had lost its first 

terrifying impression and had become part of her home. It was the 

borderland of the part of London she had found for herself; the part where 

she was going to live, in freedom, hidden, on her pound a week. (II, 29) 

     Throughout the middle volumes of The Pilgrimage, Miriam explores London 

with such meandering footsteps threading through the streets of the fin de siècle city. 

At a time when women’s streetwalking is still not widely accepted, Miriam, who 

strolls the street unaccompanied even at night, challenges the gendered norm of 

streetwalking and claims her right to the space conventionally male-dominated. In a 

mid-night walk across Piccadilly Circle, Miriam glimpses someone of her 

acquaintance standing at the island: 

There was a solitary man’s figure standing near the kerb, midway on her 

route across the island to take to the roadway opposite Shaftsbury Avenue; 

standing arrested; there was no traffic to prevent his crossing; a watchful 

habitué; she would pass him in a moment, the last fragment of the West 

End . . . (III, 277) 

Miriam’s is a last look at the male passenger, reversing the hierarchy of the male 

spectator and the female spectacle perceived in Charles Baudelaire’s poem “À Une 
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Passante,” which is famously cited by Walter Benjamin as the flâneur’s experience of 

modernity. Miriam acts out the experience of a female flâneur, who rambles about the 

city at night-time, feels “epical” when passing by a man, who was “shocked into 

helpless inactivity” (III, 277). The man is heading for his home in the suburbia, which 

is “feminized,” while Miriam enjoys streetwalking and navigating the city. Casting a 

female gaze, Miriam thus embodies the destabilizing power overwhelming the male 

viewing by the flâneur. 

     Despite that Miriam is able to look back, the male gaze she encounters 

nevertheless represents a viewing that tries to eroticize the female body/spectacle and 

condemns female public walking for its implications of sexual transgression and 

questionable respectability. The connection of Miriam walking unaccompanied at 

night with the prostitute is hinted at by her male acquaintance’s look of surprise. 

While embodying female independence and emancipation, the public, unaccompanied 

walking by Miriam nevertheless invites also the association of her with the “public 

woman,” the object of male, eroticized desire. An association as such manifests also 

the fin de siècle men’s fear of the threatening mobility practiced by female public 

walking like Miriam’s that tends to blur the boundaries between the gentlewoman and 

the “public woman,” the public and private spheres consolidating the order of a 

male-dominated world. 

     Throughout The Pilgrimage, London as a space is such a metaphor of freedom 

that Miriam employs to commend the city for its openness and for generating a 

mobile way of life. Such freedom and pleasure of navigating the city which Miriam 

and her female contemporaries enjoy in The Pilgrimage is largely made possible by 
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the improvements in the policing and lighting of central London, the extension of 

mass transport systems like the bus, the tram, and the underground, which women at 

the turn of the century had known as part of their everyday life. For Miriam, who 

enjoys navigating the city, London is “a prairie,” and the consciousness of being 

Londoners, with whom she identifies unmistakably in terms of her physical and social 

positions, is “going out happy,” “looking at nothing and feeling everything, like 

people wandering happily from room to room in a well-known house” (II, 156). Or as 

Miriam eulogizes, riding through the city on a hansom, one might be momentarily cut 

off “from all personal difficulties,” lifted out right into “the freedom of a throng of 

happy people,” and everyone “was invisible and visionless, united in the spectacle . . . 

in a brilliant embroidery” (II, 155). 

     This new anonymous dimension characterizes the collective public appearance 

of ordinary women in fin de siècle London. For women of earlier decades, 

unchaperoned public walking on the street is still unusual and subject to criticism by 

disapproving traditionalists, but with the increasing female public visibility by the end 

of the nineteenth century, for the first time women walkers are able to benefit from the 

anonymous qualities offered by the street crowd. This is a new dimension to female 

streetwalking, since fin de siècle women are appearing en masse on the public streets 

as workers, shoppers, or ramblers, and forming a sizable crowd themselves. 

The representation of the crowd as a wholesome part of the cityscape by 

Richardson distinguishes her from many late-Victorian writers employing a classical, 

bourgeois perspective upon the fin de siècle city and its jostling pedestrians.60 Unlike 
                                                       
60 See Klaus Theweleit, Male Fantasies 1: Women, Floods, Bodies, History (Minneapolis: Minnesota 
UP, 1987); Susanna Barrows, Distorting Mirrors: Visions of the Crowd in Late Nineteenth-Century 
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the crowd representing a contaminating, threatening presence to the city of order and 

manageability desired by the middle-class in these often male-authored writings of fin 

de siècle London, the pedestrians in The Pilgrimage are represented as indigenous to 

the city space, forming a collectivity integral to the emergent masses’ sphere which 

Miriam observes and actively takes part in. Employing a plebeian spectatorship, 

Miriam shows an affinity especially with the proletarian masses, whose experience of 

the city she finds congenial and manages to represent. 

In her letter replying to a friend inquiring about the social position from which 

the heroine observes her world in The Pilgrimage, Richardson refers to Miriam as 

being ambivalently situated between the middle-class, whose wealthy, leisured life 

she lived and loved, and the white-collar working people, whose toiling life she now 

is forced to live. The Pilgrimage is, as Richardson indicates, composed of books 

wherein Miriam, a sympathetic onlooker to the bourgeois working-class life, places 

herself: 

My books, in their substance, do belong to “the workers,” the bourgeois 

working-class into which M. [Miriam] was pitched headlong without 

training or suitable preparation, & wherewith she is a sympathetic 

onlooker. She fails to recognize herself as “a worker,” always, though 

quite unconsciously, assuming that life should be leisure & should be 

lived in perfect surrounding. (1995: 304)61 

                                                                                                                                                           
France (New haven: Yale UP, 1981); Rita Felski, The Gender of Modernity (Cambridge, Ma.: Harvard 
UP, 1995) 73, 222; Deborah Parsons, Streetwalking the Metropolis: Women, the City, and Modernity 
(Oxford: Oxford UP, 2000) 43-81. 
61 In other places Richardson also clarifies the social position of Miriam as such: “She never 
completely escapes her earliest house, not the Barnes house represented in the earlier books, but a 
really spacious habitation, hugely gardened & so high-walled that nothing of the world was visible. She 
imagined everyone living in this way except servants, & these as known in her house were anything but 
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This conflict of identities Richardson highlights as unique to Miriam, who has to 

condescend from her middle-class ambience to survive, though unprepared in every 

way, as a worker in London is a key to understanding the heroine’s often ambivalent 

views of the city and its people. The displacement Miriam undergoes as both an 

insider and outsider to the leisured classes enables her to take on, as Richardson 

suggests, a more sympathetic view of the working people, their life, and the spaces 

they need to negotiate with throughout daily activities. The financial embarrassment 

Miriam constantly feels and learns to deal with as an ill-paid clerk thus enables her to 

sympathize with “the resourceless crowd of London workers,” including white-collar 

workers like her and other no less marginalized denizens “who lived in St. Pancras 

and Bloomsbury and in Seven Dials and all around Soho and in all the slums and back 

streets everywhere” (II, 266; III, 313). 

Viewed in this light, Richardson’s representations of Miriam as a worker, her 

perspective, and her making use of the city’s spaces depart from Virginia Woolf’s 

portrayals of the often leisured viewing and ramble performed by the upper 

middle-class women throughout her works. A contemporary of Richardson’s, Woolf, 

as I shall demonstrate in the next chapter, largely represents the wealthy, leisured 

women’s experience of the city, though she does so with a critical view on the 

experience itself. While Richardson and Woolf both celebrate the city and its 

wholesome effects upon the female rambler, the former nevertheless addresses 

particularly the experience lived by urban working people like the clerks or shop girls 

with whom Miriam identifies in The Pilgrimage. Theirs is an experience overlooked 
                                                                                                                                                           
pitiable, those indoors having marvelous things to play with from which she was excluded, while those 
in gardens & stables had things still more marvelous.” 
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by canonical modernism and canonical works such as Woolf’s that privilege the 

experience of the dominant classes. 

     At the fin de siècle, women’s use of public spaces is, however, still limited. 

While managing to walk and avail herself of various kinds of public facilities or 

spaces in the West End, Miriam does not always find herself welcomed in these 

facilities or spaces. For example, coming off work one night with gnawing hunger, 

Miriam wonders if “it was possible to go into a restaurant late at night alone” and 

“they would even refuse to serve her” if she really finds the dining place (II, 359). Or 

while walking across the old Bond Street, where male clubs have turned the 

neighborhood into the male clubland, Miriam, tired of her walk and wanting a place 

for rest, cannot but think: “Why hadn’t she a club down [there]; a neutral territory 

where she could finish her thoughts undisturbed” (III, 274). 

     While fin de siècle London where Miriam works, dwells, and strolls is still 

male-centered, as perceived from the fact that most of the middle-class male 

characters in The Pilgrimage are entitled to professional jobs, better socio-economic 

positions, and legitimate accesses to public spaces, women nevertheless are seen to 

negotiate the demarcations of the public and private through walking and participating 

in an increasingly enlarged public sphere. Female transgression of male-dominated, 

public sphere is manifested by the many female characters working as clerks (like 

Miriam), shopkeepers (like her sister Eve), girls in business (like Jan and Meg), 

philanthropists (like Miss Holland), and suffragettes (like Alma). The numerous 

unnamed women manifest also female public visibility, who appear en masse 

throughout Miriam’s observation of fin de siècle London as shoppers, clubbers, diners, 
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and visitors to museums, lectures, concerts and theaters. These women are highly 

contrasted with the conventional home-bound middle-class Englishwomen, whom 

Miriam considers to be living a “simple, sheltered, domesticated” life (II, 200). The 

appearance of women like Miriam in fin de siècle London making their own living as 

clerks, secretaries, or shopgirls is partly because their middle-class families can no 

longer afford to keep their life in comfort as they used to do. The economic 

embarrassment felt by the middle-class and particularly the lower-middle-class often 

drives their unmarried daughters to work, who have been required to play the roles of 

“the angel in the house” in previous decades. The visibility of these middle-class 

women workers in the city is also coincident with the development of commercialized 

public spaces emerging in the fin de siècle period which in turn remap the gendered 

boundaries of the city. 

Consuming Fin de Siècle London 

     Opposition against female streetwalking faced by Miriam and her female 

contemporaries lessened when women were increasingly encouraged to enter public 

space by fin de siècle consumerism, which recognizes female consumers as 

indispensable to its rapidly expanding enterprises. The rise of commodity culture and 

the concomitant development of commercialized public spaces in the fin de siècle 

period paved the way for women claiming their rights to the city. Before this period, 

public spaces in the city had been nearly male-dominated. With the taverns, pubs, 

cafés, and clubs catering for men exclusively, there had been hardly resting places for 

women visiting the city, except the ill-provided pastry-cook’s. Thus, catering for 

particularly female clientele, spaces like department stores, lavatories, cafés, 
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restaurants, and female clubs emerging in the fin de siècle city contributed remarkably 

to the increased women’s visibility. Women of various classes started to use the 

female-friendly amenities in the city, participating in the increasingly democratized 

public sphere and making up a major part of the consuming masses. For middle-class 

women, to get away from their suburban home and ramble leisurely around the city 

sight-seeing, shopping or visiting friends means a unique spatial experience linking up 

female consumption with the enlarged senses of emancipation and freedom. For 

white-collar women workers increasingly visible in the fin de siècle city, including the 

female clerks, the shop-girls, and the “girls in business,” their visits to places like 

cafés and teashops after a day’s tiresome work might provide as much comfort and 

pleasure as many other entertaining activities they did in evenings or on Sundays 

when going around in the city. 

     While the late nineteenth century witnessed the emergence of female consumers 

and their joining in a wider, more heterogeneous public sphere, as is indicated above, 

the significances of these women consumers and their exploration of public spaces 

nevertheless have been overlooked until the recent years when the scholars start to 

challenge the construction of a largely male, bourgeois public realm endorsed by the 

earlier models. Previous studies of the public sphere have been dominated by the 

approach the German sociologist Jűrgen Habermas employs in his 1962 book The 

Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere.62 Habermas famously argues that the 

                                                       
62 In his 1962 book The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, the German sociologist Jűrgen 
Habermas famously argues that the emergence of new institutions including the print media in the early 
modern Europe has contributed to the opening up of public affairs to scrutiny by citizens. Although 
setting up a paradigm for later studies of the public sphere, Habermas has nevertheless been criticized 
for his over-emphasizing an idealized bourgeois, homogeneous public sphere and overlooking the 
significance of the mass media that shapes an alternative, proletarian public sphere. For scholars 
disagreeing with Habermas on his endorsing a bourgeois conception of the public sphere, see Oskar 
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eighteenth century is a golden age giving birth to the untainted public sphere, 

constituted by institutions such as the coffee house, the club, the salon, the discussion 

society, and the yet commercialized press. However, such a “pure” public sphere, 

according to Habermas, has gone into decline due to the intervening of government 

regulation and the rising of mass consumption since the late nineteenth century. 

Mapping out a largely bourgeois domain, Habermas nostalgically evokes the 

eighteenth-century institutions such as the coffee house, the club, and the salon as the 

meeting places for the middle-class, where open dialogue and freedom of discussion 

features a burgeoning liberal public sphere. Habermas’s approach thus dominates 

many later studies employing a rigid, pessimistic view on the development of the 

public sphere through their joint efforts to deplore the loss of untainted public spaces 

and castigate the penetration of those spaces by the consuming masses. 

Over the past two decades, however, scholars inspired by the cultural 

approaches have indicated that Habermas’s theory fails to address the many 

alternative public spaces catering for people who do not fit into the category of a 

white, male, bourgeois subject.63 Reading against the grain of his theory, feminist 

scholars argue that the emergence of consuming spaces in the fin de siècle period 

might not symptomatize the degenerate public sphere, as Habermas claims, but open 

up possibilities for especially women participating in the increasingly enlarged, 

                                                                                                                                                           
Negt and Alexander Kluge, Public Sphere and Experience: Toward an Analysis of the Bourgeois and 
Proletarian Public Sphere, trans. Peter Labanyi, Jamie Daniel, and Assenka Oksiloff (Minneapolis: 
Minnesota UP, 1993); Miriam Hansen, Babel and Babylon: Spectatorship in American Silent Film; 
Miriam Hansen, “America, Paris, the Alps: Kracauer (and Benjamin) on Cinema and Modernity,” 
Cinema and the Invention of Modern Life, ed. Leo Charney and Vaneessa R. Schwartz (Berkeley: 
California UP, 1995) 374-84; James Donald and Stephanie Hemelryk, “The Publicness of Cinema,” 
Reinventing Film Studies, ed. Christine Gledhill and Linda Williams (London: Arnold, 2000) 114-29. 
63 See Mica Nava, “Modernity’s Disavowal: Women, the City, and the Department Store,” The 
Shopping Experience, eds. Pasi Falk and Colin Campbell (London: Sage, 1997) 56-91. 
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egalitarian public sphere. Spaces like department stores, cinemas, female clubs, and 

many dining places such as cafés and teashops emerging in the fin de siècle city have 

been thus re-examined and explored as sites registering female pleasure, mobility, and 

transgression of gendered space. 

The emergence of department stores since the later half of the nineteenth 

century, for instance, significantly paves the way for women asserting themselves as 

subjects of consumption, leisure, and pleasure. Provided with female cloakrooms, 

lavatories, and restaurants, the department store is often identified as a feminine space, 

where women might enjoy purchasing, browsing, window-shopping, dining, and 

meeting friends.64 Browsing through those tantalizing commodities displayed by the 

windows, women as shoppers are the subjects of desire, claiming their rights to the 

commodity, female independence, and femininity. Department stores like Whiteley’s 

and Liberty’s in London’s West End thus offered fin de siècle women an opportunity 

to become leisurely spectators in a new urban landscape, comfortably gazing and 

reviewing everything on display without having to buy it. 

Yet female visibility in fin de siècle consuming spaces means also women’s 

more complicated involvement in public space, commodity culture, and mass 

consumption. Addressing the paradoxical effects consumerism exercised upon fin de 

siècle female consumers, scholars nowadays acknowledge that women were 

emancipated yet subject to newer forms of oppression when entering the spectacular, 

commercialized spaces. The female shoppers consuming commodities, however, also 

risk being objectified through the often association of them with spectacles and 
                                                       
64 See Mica Nava, “Modernity’s Disavowal: Women, the City, and the Department Store,” The 
Shopping Experience, eds. Pasi Falk and Colin Campbell (London: Sage, 1997) 56-91. 
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commodities. The fantasy world of consumption creates a defamiliarized world of 

floating images, detached from material referents, where values and perceptions 

appear to be in constant flux. This decline of stable referents encourages consumers to 

retreat into intense personal experience and to seek emotional fulfillment through 

material consumption. Women are especially vulnerable to these seductions of the 

purchasing impulse, and the new dream world of consumption exercised a “seduction 

of women by men,” in which women are addressed as yielding objects subordinate to 

a powerful male subject, who formed and informed their desires (Walkowitz 1992: 

48) . 

     Invaded by the swarms of commodities and women shoppers, fin de siècle 

London’s West End registers such a realm of paradox. In the early nineteenth century, 

Oxford Street had already been described as a “dazzling spectacle” of “splendidly lit 

shop fronts” and “alluring and handsome displays” where shops became “exhibitions 

of fashion.”65 Regent Street, the epicenter of the West End’s shopping district, had 

been considered to be the only spot, “outside the park, where Society people are 

certain to meet, as smart women would never dream of shopping elsewhere,” and the 

main artery of the West End displaying “all the tempting treasures of luxury trades.”66 

Since the later half of the nineteenth century, the rise of commodity culture and mass 

consumption has further enhanced the image of the West End as the dominant 

                                                       
65 As the historian Judith Walkowitz writes in her study of female shopping in fin de siècle London: 
“From a wealthy residential area, the West End of Mayfair and St. James, particularly its main 
thoroughfares, had been transformed and diversified into the bureaucratic center of empire, the hub of 
communications, transportation, commercial display, and entertainments. . . . In late-Victorian London, 
the West End no longer signified the home and fixed reference of the privileged urban flâneur; it 
became known as a “pleasure of capital” and second business district used by men and women of 
different classes” (Walkowitz 1998: 2-3). 
66 See Erika Diane Rappaport, Shopping for Pleasure: Women in the Making of London’s West End 
(Princeton: Princeton UP, 2000) 9. 
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shopping area, where sumptuous boutiques, innovative shops, and department stores 

begin to replace the small grocer’s, dry-goods’, and draper’s stores. With Regent 

Street, Oxford Street, old and new Bond Streets, the Strand, Piccadilly, Leicester 

Square, and Tottenham Court Road mapping out the main terrains of fin de siècle 

West End’s shopping district, women increasingly find themselves distracted by the 

spectacles and displays of commodities while walking and browsing along the street. 

     The proximity of these shops and emporia to many dining and resting places 

like teashops, restaurants, cafés, and female clubs in the streets of Regent, Oxford, 

and Bond means that women as consumers are more than catered for in fin de siècle 

West End’s increasingly commercialized spaces. Together with the recently improved 

shopping facilities, the public dining places emerging since the 1880s and 1890s were 

a project of creating a larger consumer’s space joined by the entrepreneurs, 

shopkeepers, and feminists. While male entrepreneurs build up these amenities mostly 

out of the mercenary consideration, feminists perform the same task to map out a 

wider women’s sphere. The establishment of lavatories, teashops, restaurants, cafés, 

and clubs catering particularly for women by feminists around the turn of the century 

provides female consumers with decent and inexpensive venues to rest, dine, and 

socialize and thus promotes an image of women’s consumption positively associated 

with female freedom and emancipation. 

     The following sections would thus explore female consumption in fin de siècle 

London, as is observed and embodied by the heroine Miriam Henderson as consumer 

in The Pilgrimage. Throughout the novel-chapters, activities such as shopping, dining, 

entertaining, and socializing are represented as indispensable to Miriam and her 
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female contemporaries increasingly making home at the city as shoppers, diners, or 

pleasure-seekers. And the West End is the very site where Miriam finds herself 

catered for by the shops, cafes, restaurants, and female clubs booming in fin de siècle 

London. 

The Female Shopper in the West End 

In The Pilgrimage, the first narratives about shopping are unfolded through 

juxtaposing Miriam’s past and present experiences of buying hats. Her memory is 

initiated by a look at the hat she collects and is not exhausted until the same look 

returns her to the present, her thoughts refreshed by the memory: 

Miriam had once bought a hat in a shop in Kensington. As long as it 

lasted it had kept for her, whenever she looked at its softly dyed curiously 

plaited straw, something of the exciting fascination of the shop, the 

curious faint flat odours of millinery, the peculiar dim warm smell of silks 

and velvets—silk, China and Japan, silkworms weaving shining thread in 

the dark. Even when it had become associated with outings and events 

and shabby with exposure, it remained, each time she took it afresh from 

its box of wrappings, a mysterious sacred thing; and the soft blending of 

its colours, the coiled restraint of its shape, the texture of its snuggled 

trimmings were a support, refreshing her thoughts (I, 407). 

Her shopping experience is represented as a process of desire provoking and 

satisfying. Miriam as a female shopper is the subject of desire, stimulated by her 

“exciting fascination of the shop” and her fetishistic immersion in the hats prompting 

exotic imagination. Those haptic, olfactory, and visual manifestations of the shopping 
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ambience and the commodities arouse and reinforce her fantasy and obsession. Finally, 

what accomplishes her pleasure and memory of shopping is the ultimate possession of 

the commodity she desires, a consummation of fetishism and a realization of fantasy. 

     Miriam’s memory is evoked to contrast with her present experience of 

accompanying the mistress Mrs. Corrie, to whom she works as a governess, to obtain 

proper hats at one luxury millinery in Regent Street. An upper-middle-class woman, 

Mrs. Corrie, who resides in North London, is a habitué to West End’s high-end shops. 

Her shopping serves as a contrasting experience, which is poignantly observed by 

Miriam, who casts a classed as well as gendered look at the commodity, the woman 

consumer, and female consumption. For Miriam, her mistress does not have the same 

obsession with shopping as she. Mrs. Corrie does not notice or think of “the bright 

shops,” “the strangely dyed artificial flowers with their curious fascinating smell,” and 

“the strange warm smell of velvet, chenille, and straw,” which are all sources of 

ecstasy enjoyed by Miriam as the humble accompanist (I, 407). Mrs. Corrie only 

wants to buy hats; the going and the shops “were nothing to her” (I, 408). Their 

shopping trip is merely one of the numerous visits to Regent Street paid by Mrs. 

Corrie, who could afford “a hansom, a smart obliging driver with a buttonhole” and 

“the first-class journey home, the carriage at the station” after shopping is done (I, 

410-11). 

As women shoppers, Miriam and Mrs. Corrie are starkly contrasted. While Mrs. 

Corrie in the millinery “stood ruthlessly trying on a hat, talking and trying and 

discarding, until the collection was exhausted,” Miriam as an observer simply sat 

angrily and admiring, “wondering at the subdued helplessness of the satin-clad 
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assistant, sorry for the discarded hats lying carelessly about, their glory dimmed” (I, 

410). A wealthy, domineering purchaser, Mrs. Corrie contrasts with the observing 

Miriam, whose envy is much related to her lower social rank, less privileged 

economic position, and the thus incurred ambivalence toward the commodities and 

Mrs. Corrie the shopper. Thus, whereas Mrs. Corrie grows excited about trying and 

discarding the hats, with each hat addressing the large mirror “calling herself a freak, 

a sketch, a nightmare, a real, real fogey,” Miriam, with her “hot tired eyes” finds “the 

process seemed endless” (I, 410). Miriam, who just looks and could not afford any 

purchase, casts a proletarian look at the commodities, which is ambivalent in that it 

signifies both her fetishistic desire and her failure to fulfill it. Beside, as a shopper, 

Miriam is dwarfed by not only her inferior economic power but also her shabbiness, 

that is, her failing to dress herself in a more fashionable way, as the richly dressed Mrs. 

Corrie and the elegantly attired shopgirl do. Miriam is pained by the shining 

appearances of Mrs. Corrie and her attendant and “their united contemplation of her 

brown stuff dress” and “her brown straw hat,” whose plainness reduces her femininity 

as well as self-complacency (I, 411). In this sense, Miriam’s look is further 

complicated by the gendered concerns, for it associates feminine commodities, female 

bodies, and femininity in the contemplation. Those fashionable women’s hats, the 

female bodies well decorated like Mrs. Corrie’s and the shopgirl’s, and the femininity 

associated with such decoration all mark the boundaries between the wealthy female 

shopper and the humble one. 

Their shopping trip ends up with a brief window-shopping done by Miriam 

alone, who has the liberty of streetwalking and browsing Regent Street while Mrs. 
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Corrie retreats to the neighboring flat occupied by her friend Mrs. Kronen. The fatigue 

Miriam has experienced at the hat shop gradually vanishes. Walking along the “wide 

golden streaming Regent Street,” where there are no “vulgar bun-shops,” Miriam feels 

that with every step “she could fly” and finds the radiant pavement of sunlit Regent 

Street “a pavement of heaven” (I, 411, 416). In her ecstatic perambulation, Miriam 

glimpses at the various objects on display in the shop windows: 

Shops passed by, bright endless caverns screened with glass . . . the bright 

teeth of a grand piano running along the edge of a darkness, a cataract of 

light pouring down its raised lid; forests of hats; dresses, shining against 

darkness, bright headless crumpling stalks; sly, silky, ominous furs; 

metals, cold and clanging, brandishing the light; close prickling fire of 

jewels . . . strange people who bought these things, touched and bought 

them. (I, 417) 

Corresponding to the natural splendor of the sunlit, afternoon Regent Street, the 

brightness of those objects, even amplified by the glass and the artificial light, dazzles 

Miriam the looker. Miriam’s admiring gaze at those luxury goods such as hats, dresses, 

furs, metals, and jewels is accompanied by her poignant awareness of the distance 

between the people watching them and the “strange people who bought these things, 

touched and bought them.” It is a distance between the West-End people, “their 

clothes, their carriages and hansoms, their clean bright spring-filled houses, their 

restaurants and the theatres waiting for them,” and Miriam, who rejoices simply that 

“the mysterious something behind their faces, was hers” (I, 419). It is remarkably also 

a distance between the well-to-do suburban lady purchaser like Mrs. Corrie or a Mrs. 
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Kronen, who occupies “a wonderful West-End flat” and “went regularly to good hat 

shops,” and Miriam, who could just browse the shop windows (I, 407, 412). Besides, 

Miriam’s “just looking” is propelled and facilitated by the modern, democratizing way 

of displaying commodities commonly employed by the shops as well as the 

department stores of Regent Street, which “was Salviati’s” and “Liberty’s” (I, 419). 

While representing freedom of view to Miriam as looker, these shop windows 

nevertheless mark also the limit of not only her physical access, which is only 

possible through touching and purchasing, but also that of her desire, which is 

stimulated by the fetishistic look yet unrealized by the failure to possess the desired 

objects. 

     The dinginess and financial embarrassment of Miriam as shopper is further 

explicated in the later volumes of The Pilgrimage, when she begins to work as dental 

assistant in central London, who lives on “her pound a week.” While enjoying 

navigating the city anonymously and having pleasure at inexpensive eating places, 

Miriam nevertheless finds it hard pressed to swagger down the shopping streets where 

both the commodities and the shoppers appear to mock at her resourcelessness. 

Perambulating in the Strand with her girl friends, Mag and Jan, after their habitual 

tête-à-tête at a restaurant, Miriam finds: 

They [Mag and Jan] marched along at a great rate, very upright and 

swift—like grenadiers—why grenadiers? Like grenadiers, making her 

hurry in a way that increased the discomfort of her hard cheap 

down-at-heel shoes. Their high-heeled shoes were in perfect condition 

and they went on and on, laughing and jesting as if there were no spring 
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evening all round them. She wanted to stroll, and stop at every turn of the 

road. She grew to dislike them long before Kenneth Street was reached, 

their brisk gait as they walked together in step, leaving her to maneuver 

the passing of pedestrians on the narrow pavements of the side streets, the 

self-confident set of their this-season’s clothes, ‘line’ clothes, like 

everyone else was wearing, every one this side of the West End; Oxford 

Street clothes . . . . (II, 152) 

A comparison of Miriam and her girl friends as shoppers is made through the former’s 

associating streetwalking with the military march and the ramblers with grenadiers, 

whose ability to walk confidently is decided by their capability as consumers. The 

lack which Miriam’s gaze signifies does not derive from a look at conspicuous 

consumption by the well-to-do women shoppers but from a look at ordinary 

consumption practiced by working women like Miriam and her friends. 

     The fact that women go shopping in The Pilgrimage mostly for their own sake 

corresponds to a transition in the fin de siècle period from a purposeful, 

family-oriented consumption carried out by most Victorian women shoppers before 

the prevalence of mass consumption and commodity culture to women’s consumption 

for pleasure or female beauty. For Mrs. Corrie, who does not want “a silly hat” and 

would like to buy “a really lovely teapot or a Bartolozzi or somethin’,” her frequent 

visits to Regent Street through the help of “a hansom, a smart obliging driver with a 

buttonhole” register the wealthy woman shopper’s cartography of consumption, 

which is largely classed, leisure-oriented, and involved with the construction of an 

active female consumer (I, 410-11). By contrast, Miriam’s window-shopping in the 
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West End’s main streets, which places her in the position of a distracted consumer and 

exposes her “personal dinginess” and “resourcelessness in a strong resourceful 

world,” is a female gaze at the tantalizing commodities exercised by the 

lower-middle-class woman shopper (II, 392-93). 

     It is also notable that Mrs. Corrie’s shopping experience is typical of many 

upper- and middle-class women in the late-nineteenth-century England. Inhabiting the 

suburbs, those wealthy, leisured women shoppers availed themselves of private 

carriages such as victorias and hansoms to have access to fashionable shops or 

department stores in the city, greatly reducing the necessity of streetwalking and 

avoiding street harassments that public walking may expose them to.67 Besides, 

walking the shopping districts of fin de siècle London’s West End, upper-middle-class 

women like Mrs. Corrie still have to distinguish themselves from the streetwalkers, 

whose walking is sometimes not easily identifiable just through the attire they take on. 

     On the contrary, the streetwalking performed by Miriam and her confidantes as 

female shoppers are more likely to push at the boundaries prescribed by the separate 

spheres ideology prevalent in the Victorian age than that performed by the well-to-do 

women shoppers. Without the help of private vehicles, Miriam and her friends employ 

public transportation such as buses or simply walk to do their business. In either case, 

they are much more exposed to and able to mix with the increasingly heterogeneous 

urban crowd and space in the fin de siècle period. Besides, limited by their budget, 

                                                       
67 As the historian Judith Walkowitz argues in her study of female shopping in late-Victorian London: 
“Despite the development of Oxford Street as middle-class marketplace, the emporia of Bond Street 
and Regent Street retained their small scale and aristocratic tone; their architecture, interior design, 
sales technique, advertising ‘reflected a notion of fixed and class-specific market’; entering the luxury 
shops might have presented a social challenge even to middle-class women, but they and their humble 
sisters could still catch the bus into town, walk down Regent Street and gaze to shop windows, and thus 
partake in the ‘Londoners’ ability to enjoy things without buying them” (Walkowitz 1998: 5). 
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these working women map out an alternative cartography of shopping which does not 

have the aristocratic Regent or Bond Street as the center but other more “common” 

shopping areas, where the female shopper could also have accesses to the emerging 

cafés, restaurants, or tea shops. 

Women in Cafés and Clubs 

In The Pilgrimage, Miriam’s visits to an ABC,68 one of the chain cafés 

emerging in fin de siècle London, register female transgression of the largely 

male-dominated eating establishments. Coming off work, Miriam walks along the 

Strand, where “most of the shops were still open” and there were theatres “linking it 

up with the West End,” and finds the district “more like the City with its many sudden 

restaurants” (II, 75). Driven by hunger, Miriam manages to look for one out of those 

“many sudden restaurants,” which her humble earnings could afford. She finds 

ultimately “an A. B. C. appeared suddenly at her side, its panes misty in the cold air”: 

She went confidently in. It seemed nearly full of men. Never mind, City 

men; with a wisdom of their own which kept them going and did not 

affect anything, all alike and thinking the same thoughts; far away from 

anything she thought or knew. She walked confidently down the centre, 

her plaid-lined golf-cape thrown back, her small brown boat-shaped felt 

hat suddenly hot on her head in the warmth. (II, 75-76) 

The place Miriam puts her foot in is a chain café, one of fin de siècle London’s public 

dining spaces, cheap and respectable, and growing rapidly to meet the increased 

demands of the swarming urban habitués. Entering the café after “the strange, rich, 
                                                       
68 The Aerated Bread Company (known as A. B. C.) was founded in the 1880s and expanded at a 
phenomenal rate thereafter. 
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difficult day” working at the dentist’s, Miriam feels “her untouched self here, free, 

unseen, and strong” (II, 76). The café, in its “dark lit wilderness,” is perceived by 

Miriam as providing the same freedom and anonymity as the streets, which 

accommodate the “strong free untouched people, going about the streets looking at 

nothing, thinking about no special person or thing” (II, 76). Not intimidated by a 

swarm of male diners, Miriam sits down as if “she were the guest of the City men” 

and eats her boiled egg and roll and butter “in that spirit” (II, 76). 

     As with many other public spaces Miriam explores in The Pilgrimage, the 

male-dominated café manifests manifold cultural significances regarding the gendered 

formation of fin de siècle London’s public space. Located near the City, the hub of the 

world’s finance, the café Miriam visits is frequented mostly by the businessmen, who 

are largely male professionals or semi-professionals aspiring upward mobility. The 

appearance of those businessmen in the public dining space highlights the male 

dominance over the fields of professional work, which has until the early twentieth 

century generally excluded women. Such dominance, as the quoted passage indicates 

above, reinforces the long-held male privileged access to eating houses like pubs, 

coffee houses, and here the emerging chain cafés. 

However, a female intrusion like Miriam’s into a dining place that used to be 

male-dominated marks a significant destabilization happening by the turn of the 

century to the conventionally gendered demarcation of public spaces. The ABCs 

Miriam frequents were one of the new chains of cheap but respectable cafés and 

restaurants that sprang up to serve fin de siècle London’s new customers, catering for 

especially female shoppers, workers, and pleasure-seekers emerging in central 
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London. In a city well-known for its unsanitary and poor-quality food and the 

masculine culture of its pubs and eating houses, these new teashops were designed to 

appeal to unaccompanied women like Miriam.69 That Miriam and her girl friends 

often use chain cafés like ABCs or Lyons as places for refreshment, relaxation, and 

private talk reveals that women as white-collar workers, shoppers, and 

pleasure-seekers in the fin de siècle period have started to push at the boundary of 

spaces traditionally occupied by men. 

     The sense of emancipation felt by Miriam, who finds the café a place of 

comfort, is endorsed by her approving attitude toward women’s participation in 

popular pleasure and public space. Miriam’s approval of female pleasure is 

particularly manifested by an episode on the night trip to a café made by Miriam and 

her roommate, Miss Holland, who initially shows a “horrified resistance” against the 

idea of “going out in search of coffee” at late hours (III, 426). In their visit to 

Donizetti’s, Miriam, who “sat back upon her red velvet sofa evidently enjoying the 

adventure,” has a sympathetic look at those who find also shelter and happiness in that 

space: 

The place was not crowded. Every one there was distinctly visible—the 

lonely intent women in gaudy finery, the old men fêting bored, laughing 

girls who glanced about; the habitués, solitary figures in elderly bondage 

to the resources of the place. (III, 427) 

Identifying with her fellow pleasure-seekers, Miriam feels at home in her “little 

haunt” and makes interesting observations on “all sorts of queer people” around her 
                                                       
69 See Scott McCracken, “From Performance to Public Sphere: The Production of Modernist 
Masculinities,” Textual Practice 15.1 (2001): 47-65 
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(III, 427). On the contrary, her accompanist Miss Holland, who could “never expand 

to the atmosphere,” would always sit “upright and insulated,” “making formal 

conversation,” and “decorously busy with the small meal” (III, 427). Unlike Miriam, 

who gives a favorable view of her surroundings, Miss Holland sees “only material for 

pity and disgust” and sees “only morally” (III, 427). Miss Holland’s is largely an 

edifying perspective on women’s transgression of space and unchecked pursuit of 

pleasure, as she refers to her imagined horror of being seen “sitting [there]” and “at 

such an hour” (III, 427). 

     While through seeing morally Miss Holland might represent a reserved attitude 

toward mass pleasure that the café embodies and especially toward women’s taking 

part in it, there are nevertheless other people, like Miriam, considering the café to be 

an essential venue for urban distraction. In her visit to Ruscino’s, a café providing 

“continental food and wine” and “the solid, filmy, thrilling music,” Miriam reflects: 

She could understand a life that spent all its leisure in a café; every day 

ending in warm brilliance, forgetfulness amongst strangers near and 

intimate, sharing the freedom and forgetfulness of the everlasting 

unchanging café, all together in a common life. It was like a sort of dance, 

everyone coming and going poised and buoyant, separate and free, united 

in the freedom. It was a heaven, a man’s heaven, most of the women were 

there with men, somehow watchful and dependent, but even they were 

forced to be free from troublings and fussings whilst they were there . . . 

the wicked cease from the troubling and the weary are at rest . . . (II, 

394). 
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Accompanied by her Jewish friend Mr. Mendizabal, “a habitué” to cafés, Miriam 

finds herself among a group of “wicked happy people” seeking pleasure after the 

day’s tiring work (II, 394). The café is, as Miriam observes, a space catering for the 

emerging consuming masses constituted significantly, though not exclusively, by the 

urban working people needing to have pastimes to fend off daily tiredness and 

boredom. Women are recognized there by Miriam as happily taking a rest from their 

everyday routines. Yet despite its apparently hetero-sexual ambience, the café, as 

Miriam perceives, is nevertheless a male-dominated space, since it was “a man’s 

heaven” and “most of the women were there with men,” without whom the female 

patrons might not always find themselves welcomed when visiting alone or in pairs. 

     For women exploring the city unchaperoned in fin de siècle London, female 

clubs booming in the West End might provide an alternative venue. Women’s clubs 

prospering in big cities such as London since the 1880s and 1890s have made possible 

the middle-class women’s accesses to social and intellectual lives which have long 

been the male privilege in previous decades. Before the 1880s, the club life was 

almost known only to the gentlemen who found the club a venue of entertainment, 

society, and intellectual discussion.70 The prosperity of women’s clubs and many 

clubs allowing both ladies and gentlemen in the 1890s West End has greatly 

re-mapped the boundary of the male-dominated public space. The development of 

                                                       
70 In her study of the nineteenth-century street as a spatial representation of gendered identities, Jane 
Rendell indicates that since the early nineteenth century the West End had been predominantly a site of 
male fashion, with its thoroughfares playing an integral part in producing a public display of 
heterosexual, upper-class masculinity. As Rendell writes, along with theaters, coffee houses, operas, 
hotels, Bond Street, St. James’s Street, Pall Mall and Piccadilly, and many of the minor streets in the 
West End were lined with exclusive clubs or bachelor chambers catering for only single men of the 
nobility and gentry. See Jane Rendell, “Displaying Sexuality: Gendered Identity and the Early 
Nineteenth-Century Street,” Images of the Street: Planning, Identity, and Control in Public Space 
(London: Routledge, 1998) 79-81. 
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London’s female clubs in the later half of the nineteenth century has since its 

beginning had subtle liaison with the burgeoning consumer capitalism. From the 

establishment of the first women’s club, the Berners Club, in Langham Place in the 

1860s to the mushrooming of female clubs in fin de siècle West End’s high streets, 

one of the main purposes of such an institution has been to make possible women’s 

access to a larger public sphere. Through offering women a legitimate and 

comfortable place to rest, dine, and socialize, fin de siècle feminists and entrepreneurs 

are thus apparently united in their pursuit of a larger female public, though the latter 

attempt to do so mostly out of the mercenary consideration. 

The early women’s clubs are founded by feminists, with a view to providing the 

upper- and middle-class women with a place to stay in during their visit to the city, 

when most of the eating places cater for men exclusively and the services open to 

women are limited and poorly provided. In her 1871 article urging for the building of 

women’s clubs, Frances Power Cobbe, a feminist journalist and co-founder of the 

Berners Club, complained about the lack of decent amenities for women 

perambulating, shopping, or sight-seeing in the city. According to her, women who 

come to the city for business or pleasure were perpetually driven to seek rest and 

refreshment in “those miserable refuges of feminine distress, the confectioner’s 

shops” or to “a greasy pastry cooker’s counter.”71 Believing that inexpensive 

accommodations would help bring women into the public sphere, Cobbe called for the 

establishment of female clubs that both served “the wants of [women’s] body” and 

                                                       
71 See Erika Diane Rappaport, Shopping for Pleasure: Women in the Making of London’s West End 
(Princeton: Princeton UP, 2000) 88 
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provided “facilities for improving their minds.”72 

Comments as such were echoed by later feminists who were not obviously 

against fin de siècle consumerism and were inclined to believe that in creating a 

consumer’s space, the clubs would broaden women’s access to the public sphere. 

Almost two decades after Cobbe arguing for establishing clubs as facilities catering 

for women navigating the city, Amy Levy in her 1888 article “Women and Club Life” 

was able to celebrate fin de siècle West End as terrain of female clubs and their 

wholesome effects on women playing active roles in an enlarged public sphere. For 

Levy, female clubs prospering around the turn of the century meet the increased desire 

for “a corporate life, a wider human fellowship, and a richer social opportunity” 

shared by women of various classes, who in class-room and lecture-theatre, office and 

art school, college and club-house alike, are “waking up to a sense of the hundred and 

one possibilities of social intercourse” (Levy 213). The clubs, as Levy maintains, are 

sober and business-like haunts enough, “to which no dutiful wife or serious-minded 

maiden need feel shamed of belonging” (217). As well as those providing 

middle-class women with “the dignity of a club-house,” high quality accommodation, 

and lavishly decorated rooms, there are clubs for working women offering “a small 

but daintily-furnished set of rooms” and “simple meals at moderate charges” (Levy 

216). Thus, the suburban high-school mistress, in town for a day’s shopping or 

picture-seeing, might exchange here “the discomfort of the pastrycook’s or the 

costliness of the restaurant for the comforts of a quiet meal and a quiet read or chat in 

the cosy club precincts” (Levy 217). The busy woman journalist could also rest here 

                                                       
72 Ibid. 
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“from her labors of ‘private viewing,’ strengthening herself with tea and newspapers 

before setting out for fresh lands to conquer” (Levy 217). There are also clubs for 

women from all classes of society, which aim at “combining the usual advantages of 

the club proper with those of the class or college” through organizing debates, lectures, 

and social evenings for the benefits of their members (Levy 217). 

In spite of the subtle differences regarding their appeals to women members, 

these clubs in fin de siècle London, Levy argues, constitute for especially the 

middle-class women “a haven of refuge,” where they can write their letters and read 

the news, “undisturbed by the importunities of a family circle, who can never bring 

itself to regard feminine leisure and feminine solitude as things to be respected” (Levy 

215). These female clubs are also a venue of leisure or social intercourse, where 

“ladies can entertain their friends of both sexes, make appointments, or merely pass 

the time pleasantly in the perusal of periodical literature” at the comfortable 

reading-room or library (Levy 215). Last but not least, female clubs, as Levy stresses, 

through providing “a level platform of intercourse” offer the most substantial 

advantages to the greatly increasing professional women, who need to compete with a 

guild of craftsmen all more or less known to one another, bound together by 

innumerable social links (218). 

     In The Pilgrimage, the first mention of a women’s club is made by Miriam 

when walking alone one night from the old Bond Street to Piccadilly. The 

black-coated, elderly men passing by draw attention of Miriam, who identifies these 

men in their evening dress as “wrapped in their world” and “going home to the small 

encirclement of clubs and chambers” (III, 273). Knowing that it is the terrain of the 
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male clubland she traverses, Miriam, tired of walking, cannot but think: “Why hadn’t 

she a club down [there]; a neutral territory where she could finish her thoughts 

undisturbed?” (III, 274). Narratives as such might appear to confirm the male 

clubber’s long-held dominance over the city’s social and entertaining space, if we 

follow the conventional mapping of streets of Bond and St. James, Piccadilly, and Pall 

Mall as terrains for clubs catering for exclusively the upper- and middle-class men. 

Yet Miriam’s is more likely a complaint about her failure to choose as her own one of 

the female clubs booming in this area, when we follow the revisionist cartography of 

fin de siècle West End’s public spaces made by recent feminist scholars.73 

     Miriam indeed has a club of her own. Her visit to the Belmont club is made on 

one Saturday afternoon, when tired of the weekday’s work and the stifling domesticity 

of her lodging place, she finds that to go out for tea offers the advantages of being 

“refreshed” and temporarily “cut off from fixed circumstances,” and “[sitting] at 

leisure in an undisturbed world” (III, 416). The Belmont club is where Miriam, 

accompanied by her roommate Miss Holland, seeks “laughter and relaxation” (III, 

416). Entering the club, Miriam finds it a place catering exclusively for the pleasure 

of its women users. In the large drawing-room, she observes, women are “half hidden 

in the depths of easy chairs,” engaging in “the low murmuring of conversation” (III, 

418). Taking her seat, Miriam finds herself surrounded by “a roomful of independent 

strangers,” who, like her, feel “in company, enriched” in the freedom of a “neutral 

territory” (III, 418). The club is represented unmistakably as a feminine space, which 

                                                       
73 See Lynne Walker, “Home and Away: The Feminist Remapping of Public and Private Space in 
Victorian London,” The Unknown City: Contesting Architecture and Social Space (Cambridge: MIT P, 
2001) 296-311. 
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middle-class women use for refreshment, private talk, and socialization. 

     As is indicated above, the streets of the late-nineteenth-century London which 

Miriam perambulates have seen teashops or cafés catering for both men and women, 

yet not all of them open their doors to women navigating the city unchaperoned or in 

pairs.74 In this sense, the female club like the Belmont’s provides an alternative 

resting place for the female explorer of the city, who may not always find herself 

welcomed in the male-dominated dining spaces. Seen in this light, the rise of female 

clubs, along with many women-managed tea shops and eating places emerging in the 

fin de siècle period,75 could be interpreted as an effort by women to actively construct 

a female-friendly public space and thus to negotiate the city’s gendered spaces. The 

proximity of these centrally located female clubs to the shopping streets of Oxford, 

Bond, and Regent and other entertaining facilities like cinemas mushrooming in the 

turn-of-century West End further proves that women have become the major patrons 

of mass commodities and enjoyed themselves in the city as not only ramblers but also 

consumers and pleasure-seekers. 

Dorothy Richardson and Her Film Criticism 

With the rise of mass consumption and public space in the early twentieth 

century, women going to the cinema were indeed subjects observing a wider public 

                                                       
74 As Rappaport indicates, even though restaurant dining had become a fashionable pastime since the 
Savoy Hotel opened in the Strand in 1889, the hotel nevertheless established a rule that unescorted 
women were not permitted. Likewise, the Trocadero Restaurant owned by John Lyons, the founder of 
Lyons chain teashops, had a written code excluding “strange ladies” from being admitted when they 
were alone or in pairs. See Rappaport 105. 
75 In London by the late nineteenth century there were many teashops, restaurants, clubs and shops 
managed by well-educated well-to-do women that catered especially to women who either work, shop, 
or simply take a pleasurable walk in the city. “The Dorothy,” for instance, was a successful women’s 
only restaurant established by a Girtin girl in the 1888 to serve women workers, students, and “weary” 
shopper. 
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sphere. As contemporary surveys indicate, women have constituted a significant part 

of the British cinema-going population as late as the 1920s.76 The development of the 

motion picture house’s design from the early years of the twentieth century into the 

1920s has made cinema-going more comfortable and appealing to the consuming 

masses. The luxurious, extravagantly decorated auditoria, the plush seats, the rich 

decorative scheme adopting the style of department stores and the air-conditioned 

environment surrounded by the synchronized sound system all make cinema-going a 

more entertaining experience. 

Indulging in popular pleasure, women cinema-goers including the girl student, 

the working woman, and the bourgeois housewife with or without small children go to 

the motion pictures to escape the harsh reality of daily life and to seek the fantasy 

provided by stars and dream-like images. For women satisfying the escalating need 

for female work force in the early-twentieth-century city, cinema-going offers a 

momentary relief from the day’s tiresome, heavy work. For married women laboring 

through housekeeping and childrearing, going to the pictures means not only seeking 

pleasure but also taking a rest from the humdrums of housework and motherhood. 

Addressing the early cinema as a new social space for women, the film historian 

Miriam Hansen thus comments: 

                                                       
76 As is indicated by Lant and Periz, fan mails submitted mostly by women cinema-goers have been 
employed by British journalism as indicator of their attendance until the mid 1930s, when studios and 
other organizations conducted more “scientific” surveys. These mails show at least that the female 
gender makes up an important part of the viewing population, considering that women cinema-goers 
are more willing to voice their opinions than men cinema-goers. See Antonia Lant and Ingrid Periz, 
eds., Red Velvet Seat: Women’s Writing on the First Fifty Years of Cinema (London: Verso, 2006) 36. 
Using the first systematic surveys as evidence, Jeffrey Richards in his study of cinema-going in the 
1930s Britain indicates that “of the married, women go more often than their husbands” and that “while 
there is a large proportion of the population at large went to the cinema occasionally, the enthusiasts 
were young, working-class, urban and more often female than male” (13, 15). See Jeffrey Richards, 
The Age of the Dream Palace: Cinema and Society in Britain 1930-1939 (London: Routledge, 1989) 
11-33. 
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More than any other entertainment form, the cinema opened up a 

space—a social space as well as a perceptual, experiential horizon—in 

women’s lives, whatever their marital status, age, or background. The 

movies offered women a more casual participation in the world of 

entertainments, an experience that could easily be incorporated into a 

variety of everyday itineraries and at the same time, a relief from the 

monotony of housework. Thus, married women would drop into a movie 

theater on their way home from a shopping trip, a pleasure indulged in 

just as much by women of the affluent classes. Schoolgirls filled the 

theaters during much of the afternoon, before returning to the folds of 

familial discipline. And young working women would find in the cinema 

an hour of diversion after work, as well as an opportunity to meet men. 

(1991: 117) 

The fact that women have become major patrons is also discernible from the 

exhibitors’ various endeavors to promote or cater for the needs of the emergent female 

cinema-goers, such as making the cinema a more respectable venue to stay in, 

providing a crying room and a checkroom for mothers with infants or small children, 

offering matinees, and launching advertisements addressing particularly female 

clientele.77 Besides, fan culture promoted by magazines, journals, trade papers, and 

advertisements aiming particularly at female cinema-goers indicates unfailingly that 

                                                       
77 The exhibitors of the 1910s and 1920s were aware that the female audience had constituted a great 
part of the viewing population. See Shelley Stamp, Movie-struck Girls: Women and Motion Picture 
Culture after the Nickelodeon (Princeton, N.J. : Princeton UP, 2000); Roy Rosenzweig, Eight Hours for 
What We Will: Workers and Leisure in an Industrial City, 1870-1920 (Cambridge: Cambridge U P, 
1983); Elizabeth Ewan, Immigrant Women in the land of Dollars: Life and Culture in the Lower Easter 
Side, 1890-1925 (New York: Monthly Review, 1985); Kathy Peiss, Cheap Amusements: Working 
Women and Leisure in Turn-of-the-Century New York (Philadelphia: Temple UP, 1986). 
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women have played a significant part in the making of cinema-going as popular 

pleasure and mass consumption.78 

Women’s cinema-going in the early twentieth century registers not only the 

emergence of the cinema as feminine form of pleasure but also female participation in 

the recently enlarged public space. Cinema-going as popular pleasure providing city 

dwellers or city travelers with entertainment, relaxation, and relief has flourished 

along with the concurrent development of public space and mass consumption. 

Particularly for women working, shopping, or simply seeking pleasure in the city, 

going to the cinema is a unique spatial experience linking their exploration of various 

kinds of public spaces with mass consumption and popular pleasure. As the writings 

in many film journals and magazines of this period testify, cinema-going has become 

an enjoyable activity for women, integrating entertainment with fashion, socializing 

and shopping.79 Facilitated by the abundance of eating establishments like restaurants, 

cafés, and tea shops, and of venues like shopping streets and department stores, 

cinema-going in the early-twentieth-century city offers women a greater access to 

public space and a more legitimate way to assert female visibility and pleasure.80 

                                                       
78 For studies on women’s involvement in the early cinema’s fan culture, see Shelley Stamp, 
Movie-struck Girls: Women and Motion Picture Culture after the Nickelodeon; Miriam Hansen, Babel 
and Babylon: Spectatorship in American Silent Film (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard UP, 1991); Jackie 
Stacey, Star Gazing: Hollywood Cinema and Female Spectatorship (London: Routledge, 1994); 
Gaylyn Studlar, “The Perils of Pleasure? Fan Magazine Discourse as Women's Commodified Culture in 
the 1920s” Silent Film, ed. Richard Abel (London: Athlone, 1996) 263-98. 
79 For a collection of articles on women’s cinema-going excerpted from the film journals and 
magazines of the 1910s through 1940s, see Antonia Lant and Ingrid Periz, eds., Red Velvet Seat: 
Women’s Writing on the First Fifty Years of Cinema. See also Liz Conor, The Spectacular Modern 
Women: Feminine Visibility in the 1920s (Bloomington: Indian UP, 2004); Shelley Stamp, Movie-struck 
Girls: Women and Motion Picture Culture after the Nickelodeon. 
80 For more on women’s cinema-going in the early twentieth century as disrupting the separate spheres, 
see Miriam Hansen, Babel and Babylon: Spectatorship in American Silent Film (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard UP, 1991); Anke Gleber, The Art of Taking a Walk: Flanerie, Literature, and Film in Weimar 
Culture (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1999); Lauren Rabinovitz, For the Love of Pleasure: Women, Movies, 
and Culture in Turn-of-the-Century Chicago (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers UP, 1998); Janet Staiger, 
Bad Women: Regulating Sexuality in Early American Cinema (Minneapolis: Minnesota UP, 1995). 
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Besides, like other decent, female-friendly public spaces for women navigating the 

city, the cinema gradually becoming a respectable place of leisure has been regarded 

as an appropriate space even for the middle-class women as late as the 1930s.81 

Over the past decades, studies of the early cinema by mass cultural critics have 

tended to assume that the spectators consuming cinematic fantasies are minor, passive 

viewers and that their viewing is insignificant and ignorable.82 Representing a 

pessimistic, disapproving attitude toward various forms of mass culture, critical 

theorists of the Frankfurt School such as Theodor Adorno, Max Horkheimer, and 

Siegfried Kracauer criticize the production of cinemas for endorsing a capitalist, 

hegemonic power over the masses. Highlighting that mass culture exerts a regressive 

influence on the general public, these opponents of mass consumption subscribe to a 

hierarchy of cultural communication in which mass goods such as cinema, radio, and 

popular fiction predominate their users. These critics of mass culture consider that the 

cinema is a means of cultural manipulation and that the spectator is hopelessly 

vulnerable to its domineering influence. Hence, the spectator, like any other consumer 

of mass commodities, occupies a rather pale position in these critics’ construction of a 

“top-down” relation between the producer and the consumer, which presupposes that 

                                                       
81 For women of the middle-class, going to the motion picture house in the early 1910s was still 
considered improper. However, as theater owners grew eager to make cinema-going a respectable 
activity, going to the movies had become an approved leisure activity for middle-class women as late as 
the 1930s. Scholars such as Hansen, Stamp, and Conor all indicate that the upward mobility of the 
cinema through the efforts of entertainment entrepreneurs eager to make cinema-going a respectable, 
bourgeois activity in the 1910s and 1920s has made middle-class women’s cinema-going more 
acceptable. See Miriam Hansen, Babel and Babylon: Spectatorship in American Silent Film; Shelley 
Stamp, Movie-struck Girls: Women and Motion Picture Culture after the Nickelodeon; Liz Conor, The 
Spectacular Modern Women: Feminine Visibility in the 1920s. 
82 See Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno, “The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass 
Deception,”Dialectic of Enlightenment, trans. John Cumming (New York: Continuum, 1994) 120-67; 
Siegfried Kracauer, The Mass Ornament: Weimar Essays, trans. and ed. Thomas Levin (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard UP, 1995). 
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the spectator addicted to anesthetic, visual stimuli is a collection of undistinguishable, 

passive, and easily-duped audiences. 

Such assumption is underpinned by a culturally pessimistic, male-dominated 

perspective overlooking the significances of the mass viewers and particularly women 

viewers as consumers employing cinema-going and cinema-viewing as cultural 

practices.83 On the one hand, to claim that the mass viewers are easily manipulated 

“dupes,” as theorists of mass culture used to, is to downplay the agency of the viewer 

as consumer and to attribute femininity and passivity as negative tropes to cinema as 

mass consumption, to which the female viewer is supposed to be more susceptible and 

addictive than her male counterpart. On the other hand, to fail to acknowledge that 

women going to the early cinema have shown their ability to negotiate public space is 

to be blind to the historical significance as regards the destabilization of the “separate 

spheres” in the fin de siècle period. 

However, feminist film historians have recently begun to tackle female 

                                                       
83 The 1970s witnessed a significant revision of these earlier “mass cultural” approaches to popular 
consumption. Led by Stuart Hall, who chairs the institute of Center for Contemporary Cultural Studies 
(CCCS) in Birmingham, scholars such as Paul Willis, Dick Hebdige, Tony Jefferson, and Angela 
McRobbie begin to devote themselves to uncovering the possibilities of resistance carried out by the 
masses in their everyday consumption. Departing from earlier approaches stressing the masses as the 
passive consumer, their studies foreground the appropriation and active use by the mass consumer. 
Together with the revision of the consumer’s role going on throughout the 1970s and 1980s studies of 
mass consumption, there has been a re-examination of everyday consumption as a cultural event and 
the significance it could produce. The Practice of Everyday Life, a 1984 book by the French cultural 
critic Michel de Certeau, is a landmark study on everyday consumption as a significant cultural practice. 
According to de Certeau, popular culture exhibits a “consumer production,” in which our everyday 
consumption, being devious, dispersing, and insinuating itself everywhere silently and almost invisibly, 
manifests itself “through its ways of using the products imposed by a dominant economic order” (xiii). 
Emphasizing the consumer’s “tactical” appropriations in his/her apparently trivialized daily 
consumption, de Certeau’s theory elevates the consumer to the position of the producer, whose 
everyday activities such as shopping, reading, television- or film-watching, and walking manifest 
his/her subtle yet effective resistance. See Colin MacCabe, “Defining Popular Culture,” High 
Theory/Low Culture: Analyzing Popular Television and Film (Manchester: Manchester UP, 1986) 1-10; 
James Naremore and Patrick Brantlinger, “Six Artistic Cultures,” Modernity and Mass Culture 
(Bloomington: Indian UP, 1991) 1-23; Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans. Steven 
Rendall (Berkley: California UP, 1984). 
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spectatorship as a specific social and historical construct. Studying women’s 

cinema-going in the early twentieth century, scholars such as Miriam Hansen, Patrice 

Petro, and Anke Gleber indicate that female spectatorship could hardly be elucidated 

by earlier textual, determinist models but by a new paradigm examining female 

viewing as a gendered, cultural practice exercised in the context of the cinematic and 

the extra-cinematic.84 Historicizing the female spectator, these scholars challenge 

assumptions of spectatorship established by previous male-dominated discourses on 

cinematic pleasure. Indicating that theories by male critics at best overlook the gender 

difference concerning cinematic spectatorship and at worst “corroborate the inherently 

masculine economy of film technology and spectatorship,” Petro suggests that 

“women were indeed situated differently from men with respect to the image and to 

structures of looking” (58-59). Associating female spectatorship with women’s 

flânerie “on the screens and streets,” Gleber underscores that cinema as an emerging 

social space and visual medium encourages an active female gaze and scopic pleasure 

indulged by women strolling the new public space as well. Thus, the figure of the 

female flâneur-spectator “goes beyond the cultural construction of women as an 

image wherein she exists primarily to be looked at, offered as a visual commodity to 

the consuming male spectator” (Gleber 188). Arguing that earlier feminist film critics 

have highlighted the power of patriarchal coding at the cost of its complicated 

historical implementation, Hansen considers female spectatorship, contextualized by 

the development of public space, commodity culture, and mass entertainment, to be a 

                                                       
84 See Miriam Hansen, Babel and Babylon: Spectatorship in American Silent Film; Anke Gleber, The 
Art of Taking a Walk: Flanerie, Literature, and Film in Weimar Culture; Patrice Petro, Joyless Streets: 
Women and Melodramatic Representation in Weimar Germany (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1989). 
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site of ambivalence registering “at once the containment and empowerment of the 

female gaze, of female desire in general.” (1991: 122). 

Their studies reveal that in addition to consuming cinematic spectacles, the 

female spectator takes part in the emerging public space, mass consumption, and 

popular pleasures and that her spectatorship negotiates the complicated visual cultures 

characteristic of the early twentieth century. Besides, historicizing and contextualizing 

concepts such as identification, fantasy, and women’s pleasure, which has been 

renounced by previous feminist film critics, these scholars argue that female 

spectatorship exhibits women’s active, if not always positive, participation in and 

appropriation of the emerging commoditized, visual cultures. Stressing that female 

spectatorship has been complicated by stardom, fan culture, mass commodity, and a 

wider, alternative public space for women, these scholars re-imagine the female 

spectator as a social and cultural subject, whose textual viewings are closely and often 

paradoxically connected to her subjectivity. 

The coincidental development of the film industry and women’s streetwalking 

in the early twentieth century cities had endowed “the female spectator” with a double 

meaning. On the one hand, these earlier female cinema-goers are the very antecedents 

of “the female spectator” haunting feminist film theories over recent decades. On the 

other hand, female ramblers consuming urban spectacles in the street of the early 

twentieth century are no less capable spectators of a volatile and multiply represented 

urban space. One of the first British female practitioners of stream-of-consciousness 

novel-writing, Dorothy Richardson is also a rambler and spectator in London of the 

1920s and 1930s. For six years Richardson contributes regularly to Close Up, a film 
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journal published between 1927 and 1933.85 In her column “Continuous 

Performance,” a title suggesting the rapid flow and untiring display of the film’s 

images, Richardson, a critical spectator, comments on the socio-cultural aspects of 

film-watching and the aesthetical, technical innovations of film as an art form. That 

film-watching is an important cultural, metropolitan activity providing entertainment, 

civilization and cosmopolitan vision, and that filmic spectatorship is a complex 

interaction of the viewer, diegetic effects and the cinema as an alternative public space, 

are both persuasively argued by Richardson throughout her film criticism. Examining 

Richardson’s comments on cinematic spectatorship in her long-ignored film criticism, 

this chapter will thus explore Richardson as a pioneering film critic to address 

cinema-viewing as a significant cultural, metropolitan, and perceptual activity, and 

women’s cinematic spectatorship as involving particularly gender, urban space, and 

female pleasure in the 1920s and 1930s. 

Cinema/Cinema-going as Popular Pleasure 

     As an entertaining apparatus, cinema has begun to catch the eye of the masses 

since the late nineteenth century. In their crude, primitive form, those “motion 

pictures” were mostly brief, non-feature variety shows entertaining the populace at 

nickelodeons. Throughout the early twentieth century, however, the advancement of 

cinematic technology has been such that cinema-goers enjoyed enhanced visual 

pleasure and for the first time exposed themselves to the dream-like effects now 

generally credited with modern cinema-making. During the early decades of the 

                                                       
85 Close Up distinguishes itself as one of the several film journals published in the 1920s and 1930s 
which provide forums for debate for the mainly middle-class intellectuals who are concerned to see the 
development and potential of film as an emerging art form. See Maggie Humm, Modernist Women and 
Visual Cultures (New Brunswick: Rutgers UP, 2003). 
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century the cinema experienced a remarkable expansion.86 By 1914 the number of 

cinemas in Britain was estimated at 4,000 with a weekly audience of seven to eight 

million. The audiences attending these movies house were composed predominantly 

of women, young people, and children. With the “talkies” coming into trend in the late 

1920s, cinema as a medium incorporating the visual and audio has achieved further 

unparalleled popularity. The late 1920s and 1930s saw an unprecedented increase in 

the number of audiences consuming cinematic fantasies and those providing them. 

Besides, as late as the 1930s, equipped with a cluster of producers, distributors, and 

exhibitors, the cinema industry, running on a capitalist basis, started to boost its 

production nationwide and internationally. 

In Richardson’s time, when moving pictures were becoming one popular 

entertainment and attracting especially the masses of metropolises such as London, 

conservatives employing a moral, elitist perspective nevertheless failed to appreciate 

the democratizing potentials of the cinema as cultural apparatus and venue of popular 

pleasure. Instead, they repudiated cinema for being an inferior, immoral art form 

wielding unwholesome influence over the spectator who, they assumed, easily fell 

prey to the degrading effects of moving pictures. Besides, as a place of entertainment, 

the cinema was, for these guardians of high culture and morality, where people got 

“mixed-up” and by no means an appropriate venue for gentlemen or ladies seeking 

                                                       
86 By 1909 there were over 340 movie houses and nickelodeons in New York City with an estimated 
two million visits per week. Paris had two cinemas in 1907 and by 1913 it had 160. In Germany the 
number of cinemas rose from two in 1900 to 2,446 in 1914. See Alan O’Shea, “English Subjects of 
Modernity,” Modern Times: Reflections on a Century of English Modernity, eds. Mica Nava and Alan 
O’Shea (London: Routledge, 1996) 7-21 and Ken Ward, Mass Communication and the Modern World 
(London: Macmillan, 1991), qtd. in Mica Nava, “Modernity’s Disavowal: Women, the City, and the 
Department Store,” The Shopping Experience, eds. Pasi Falk and Colin Campbell (London: Sage, 1997) 
56-91. 
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pleasures of more refined forms. In Britain, many cultural elites repudiated cinematic 

pleasure.87 For them, cinema, as well as other forms of mass entertainment like 

popular fiction and broadcasting, is an “anesthetic” providing narcotic, escapist 

pleasures and making people thus addicted. In addition to being standardized and 

crudely produced, cinema, they maintain, is by no means able to elevate people to a 

higher state, as refined culture such as literature does. Instead, cinemas, especially 

those made by Hollywood, produce tempting illusions and a hypnotic effect upon 

spectators so much so that the latter become addicted to such a cheap, uncultivated 

source of pleasure. In a word, representing a resisting and disapproving attitude 

toward cinematic pleasure as symptomatic of a wide-spreading, anesthetic mass 

culture, these cultural moralists and critics of commodity culture assume that the 

pleasure deriving from consuming mass-produced fantasies is unwholesome and 

addictive.88 

     Throughout her film criticism Richardson, however, argues for the legitimacy 

of film as popular pleasure. To justify her argument, Richardson takes issue with a 

group of “prophetic critics” renouncing cinema for being a spoon-feeder of “an 

                                                       
87 The utter mindless passivity of the cinema audience was taken for granted by the British critics of 
cinema F. R. Leavis and Q. D. Leavis in the 1920s and 1930s. Representing an elitist view that 
valorizes a higher form of traditional culture over a degenerate mass culture, the Leavises condemn 
cinema, along with other forms of mass pleasure like television and popular fiction, for producing 
hypnotic receptivity. See Peter Miles and Malcolm Smith, Cinema, Literature, and Society: Elite and 
Mass Culture in Interwar Britain (London: Croom Helm, 1987) 81-101. 
88 These British elites repudiating cinema-going for manifesting a cultural regression anticipate the 
later critical theorists of the Frankfurt School criticizing the production of cinemas for endorsing a 
capitalist, hegemonic power over the masses. In his essays on “the culture industry,” Theodor Adorno, a 
representative of the Frankfurt School, famously argues for a re-examination of mass culture and its 
falsifying, anesthetic effects. For him, since the early twentieth century, capitalism and the concomitant 
development of cultural commodity and media technology have established a culture industry that 
works to sustain its ever-expanding realms of production and reproduction. Looking through lens as 
such, Adorno lays bare film production as miniature of the greater culture industry and examines the 
many pseudo-satisfactions provided by the film’s production mechanism that ultimately wants to 
contain the desire and consciousness of the spectator. See Theodor Adorno, The Culture Industry: 
Selected Essays on Mass Culture, ed. J. M. Berstein (London: Routledge, 1991). 
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Everyman who becomes more and more a looker and a listener, increasing 

unwillingly to spend his leisure otherwise than in being entertained” and claiming that 

the cinema would “demolish the theater, leave literature bankrupt, and the public taste 

hopelessly debauched” (177, 204).89 Knowing that these critics represent a disavowal 

of popular pleasure per se, Richardson summaries the arguments made by “those who 

dislike the pictures”: 

It is claimed that the people who flock to the movies do so because they 

love to lose themselves in the excitement of a dream-world, a world that 

bears no relationship to life as they know it, that makes no demand upon 

the intelligence, acts like a drug, and is altogether demoralising and 

devitalizing. (189) 

Theirs are arguments Richardson frequently returns to and tries to come to terms with 

in her re-examination of cinema and cinema-going as registering forms of pleasure in 

ways unthinkable to these elitists pessimistic about popular pleasures. 

To begin with, the film, for Richardson, civilizes the viewing public by 

delighting them. Regarding the film as an appropriate medium of conveying beauty 

and morality to the masses, Richardson believes that even the most condemned forms 

such as the average sensational story-film, the newsreel, and the comic strip may 

supply to “the bookless, thoughtless multitude . . . a civilizing influence more potent 

and direct than any other form of entertainment available in their leisure hours and 

sufficiently attractive to draw them in large numbers” (204-05). Unlike critics of mass 

                                                       
89 All of Richardson’s film articles cited in this paper come from Close-Up 1927-1933: Cinema and 
Modernism (New Jersey: Princeton UP, 1998), an anthology edited by James Donald, Anne Friedberg, 
and Laura Marcus. Further references will be noted parenthetically. 
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culture renouncing popular films for their unwholesome influences, Richardson 

considers the spectators and their spectatorship to be nourished by the benevolent 

effects of almost any kind of film. For “all pictures are not bad or base or foolish” and 

civilization works unawares since there is “even the irreducible minimum of whatever 

kind of goodness in any kind of picture not deliberately vicious” (181). 

Of those frequenting London’s cinemas, Richardson singles out a specific group, 

for whom the cinema serves particularly a civilizing function. According to her, the 

cinema is immeasurably powerful as a civilizing agent for those inhabitants of slums, 

including the immigrants and newly urbanized working-class occupying the nether 

world of the city. Based on a largely middle-class perspective, Richardson’s view of 

slum people’s cinema-going coincides with the contemporary view of slumdom and 

slum people as needing reforming. Comparing slum inhabitants to “a recruited army,” 

who in their hundreds of thousands are half-starved labourers of all ages and both 

sexes “available for exploitation in the basements supporting the British Empire,” 

Richardson, as well as her contemporary philanthropists and social-workers, would 

like to see the improvement in those people living in the darker half of the state (180). 

For slum inhabitants, Richardson argues, cinema as a cultural apparatus outdoes other 

forms of “cultural largesse” such as “teaching, state-aid, welfare-work, and 

art-galleries” in that it offers “as many kinds of salvation as all previous enterprises 

combined and offers them impersonally, more impersonally than even the printed 

page” (181). 

In Richardson’s view, all the other social or cultural works meant for the poor 

are more or less tainted by the motive of interest and cannot be entirely above 
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suspicion. Even the charity worker, whose motive and labour are selfless, does 

slumming with an aim, “the confessed aim of betterment, of bringing light into 

darkness and comfort where no comfort was” (180). However, being a neutral and 

intimate means of “illustrating,” Richardson argues, cinema and its illustrations are 

“encountered innocently, unguardedly, in silence and alone” (181). Richardson thus 

claims that for those slum cinema-goers, cinema exerts its influence apart from the 

intention of what is played. Cinema’s civilizing power is such that those slum people, 

“who are condemned, with no prospect of change to a living death, are lifted for a 

while into a sort of life as are said to be on the great festivals the souls in hell” (181). 

Before even the poorest pictures, these onlookers are “unawares in an effectual 

environment” and “[w]hile they follow events, they are being played upon in a 

thousand ways” (181). While Richardson may seem to be over-optimistic in 

theorizing and believing in the film’s elevating power on the general public and the 

slum people in particular, yet her theory and belief is better understood as a 

willingness to take into account the fact that popular pleasures like films have begun 

to exert unprecedented influence on the working class’s everyday life and that the 

influence may not be overwhelmingly bad.90 

As an emerging form of art, the film is despised by the contemporary critics of 

mass culture for failing to meet the standards of beauty as the more conventional 

forms of art like painting, sculpture, or classical literature do. Questioning the 

conventional hierarchy of arts, Richardson, however, argues for an alternative 

                                                       
90 In practice, Richardson, who celebrates cinematic pleasure, is actively involved in a 1929 petition 
asking the Parliament to revise censorship on films so that the film classification categories could be 
broadened and censors could be more representative of average audiences. See Maggie Humm, 
Modernist Women and Visual Cultures (New Brunswick: Rutgers UP, 2003) 140. 
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measure of film as popular art. She says: 

          But when we condemn the inartistic let us beware of assuming aesthetic 

excellence as always and for everyone the standard measure. If we feel 

we must condemn popular art let us know where we are, know that we 

are refusing an alternative measure and interpretation of the 

intercommunications we reject. (178) 

Employing an egalitarian view, Richardson sees no need to debase popular art like 

films while claiming the value of high art.91 In her aesthetical re-assessments of the 

cinema, Richardson shares many of Walter Benjamin’s positive views on the cinema 

as mass art in his 1936 essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanic 

Reproduction.” Walter Benjamin famously re-evaluates the cinema as a modern 

invention which challenges the traditional domain of art. Employing a 

socio-aesthetical perspective, Benjamin indicates that the cinema has opened up new 

possibilities for the production and the reception of art. For Benjamin, mechanic 

reproduction of images offers an alternative means of claiming authenticity, 

uniqueness, and permanence, thus blurring the boundary between classical arts such 

as painting and mechanically-reproduced works such as the photograph and the 

cinema.92 

                                                       
91 Even in her division of films into “the FILM” and “the movies,” of which the former is more 
artistically rendered than the latter, Richardson nevertheless stresses that “the welcome for the FILM 
does not by any means imply repudiation of the movies” (188). 
92 The impact that cinema as a new technology exerts upon human beings’ perception has been 
significantly explored by Walter Benjamin, who looks into the renewed aesthetical experience 
following the invention of cinema. With technical innovations like close-ups and slow motions, the 
cinema extends “our comprehension of the necessities which rule our lives,” revels “entirely new 
structural formations of the subject,” and introduces us to “unconscious optics” (“The Work of Art” 
236-37). See Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanic Reproduction,” Illuminations, 
trans. Harry Zohn (New York: Schocken, 1969) 217-52. 
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Similarly, rather than considering cinematic reproduction to be symptomatic of 

the loss of artistry, Richardson regards the cinema as an unconventional form of art 

and sees in it the potential of a renewed aesthetical experience, which is made 

possible by the advancement of technology. For her, the film has a power of tackling 

aspects of reality that no other art can adequately handle. She finds that in a 

continuous miracle of form of movement, of light and shadow in movement lies “the 

power of the Film, or Film drama, filmed realities, filmed uplift and education, all its 

achievements in the realm of the Good, the True, the Beautiful, appealing to the many, 

and in the realm of the abstract, only to the few” (208-9). Richardson further relates 

such aesthetical experience to the spectator’s new perceptual and particularly visual 

position facilitated by the cinema as an innovative means of approaching reality. 

Arguing that the cinema has passed far beyond photographic reproductions of the 

familiar, Richardson emphasizes that the utmost role of the cinema is to mirror the 

customary and restore its essential quality. Whatever the ostensible interest of the film, 

she argues, “it is arranged and focused at the distance exactly fitting the contemplative 

state” and raises “the onlooker to a varying intensity of contemplation” (202). 

Echoing the ideas held by her contemporary film intelligentsia,93 Richardson believes 

in the effect of films alienating and enlightening the spectator. For her, in any film of 

                                                       
93 A contemporary of Richardson’s, the Russian film theorist and film-maker Sergei Eisenstein, who 
exploits the potential of the cinema as an expressive (rather than realist) art, argues that the cinema as a 
medium should transform the real, has its own language and its own way of making sense instead of 
reproducing the reality. See Sergei Eisenstein, Film Form: Essays in Film Theory, trans. Jay Leyda 
(New York: Harcourt, 1949). Noticeably, Walter Benjamin also addresses the “disfamiliarizing” effect 
that the cinema is credited with. According to Benjamin, “our taverns and our metropolitan streets, our 
offices and furnished rooms, our railroad stations and our factories appeared to have us locked up 
hopelessly. Then come the film and burst this prison-world asunder by the dynamite of the tenth of the 
second, so that now, in the midst of its far-flung ruins and debris, we calmly and adventurously go 
travelling” (“The Work of Art” 236). 
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any kind, “those elements which in life we see only in fragments as we move amongst 

them” are “seen in full in their moving reality of which the spectator is the motionless, 

observing centre” (202-23). In an emphatic tone, she says among the innumerable 

gifts bestowed by film-viewing, such is “the gift of quiet, of attention and 

concentration, of perspective” (205). 

Urban Spectators, Urban Spectatorship 

The audiences most likely to experience vicariously the film’s aesthetic and 

visual pleasure are those distracted also by the phantasmagoria of a developing urban 

space. A period between the two world wars, the 1930s, often nostalgically and 

memorably called “the golden age of the cinema,” witnessed not only the 

development of the cinema into the “dream industry” but also that of cinemas into a 

new urban, public space of entertainment, consumption, and sociability. Being a 

material space, the spectacular super-cinemas emerging in the city since the 1910s is 

part of the dream industry producing illusion on and off the screen. As the screen 

conveys diegetic illusion effectively, so the cinema built like a “dream palace” serves 

to reinforce the illusionist effects of not only viewing but also going to those pictures. 

These lavishly decorated cinema-buildings, designed in a wide variety of styles, 

became themselves “escapist fantasies.” The décor and accoutrements, sweeping 

marble staircases, silvery fountains, uniformed staff, and glittering chandeliers all 

provide a real-life extension of the dream world of the screen.94 As a social space, the 

                                                       
94 See Rachael Low, History of British Film, vol. 3 (London: Routledge, 1997) 16-17. Low quotes the 
description of the Tower Cinema as super-cinema from the 1914 November 26 Bioscope, a prominent 
British trade journal of this period: “. . . a handsome marble and mosaic stairway, with three gangways 
of ample proportions, leading to a crush hall equaling in size many an ordinary cinema. This noble 
place alone can accommodate 1,000 waiting patrons, and with its marble tiling, dadoes, and grand 
staircase, and with tapestry panels for the higher portions of the wall, presents a sumptuous effect, still 
further enhanced by leaded domes and the use of cornice lighting. Choice palms here and there, floral 
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cinema invites indistinguishably its urban patrons, regardless of their gender, class 

and age. Yet the frequency and demographic distribution of those going to the pictures 

in the early twentieth-century cities is unequally divided by audiences whose interests 

and tastes vary according to a matrix of class, gender, age, and education. As the 

documents and statistics indicate, these audiences are mostly women, young people, 

and the working class.95 

Over the past two decades, social historians have unearthed the significance of 

the early cinema as an alternative public space. Unlike earlier scholars mapping a 

bourgeois, homogeneous public sphere, these historians reconstruct the early cinema 

as a hetero-social public space particularly catering for the proletarian masses.96 

Rather than condemning consumerism for contaminating the public sphere, they have 

a more positive view on the impact consumer culture has exerted over the making of 

the early cinema as a public space. Their studies show that more than any other forms 

                                                                                                                                                           
decorations, and, midway to the circle, a luxurious lounge, complete a remarkable ensemble. In one 
corner, under the terrace lounge, is an Otis passenger lift for the use of rush nights of circle patrons. 
From the lounge one ascend a paneled oak stairway to the circle, whence is gained an adequate idea of 
the huge proportions of the house.” As well as catering for the emerging consuming masses, there is a 
strategic reason for such transformation form nickelodeon to a theater-like screening plaza—the early 
cinema strived to raise its social and cultural status as high art and thus made the screening space 
resemble the theater in order to level with theater-going experience. While the early cinema is indeed 
an egalitarian public space at first, the effort to make itself look more splendid is also a way to move 
upward on hierarchy. 
95 See Jeffrey Richards, The Age of the Dream Palace: Cinema and Society in Britain 1930-1939 
(London: Routledge, 1989) 13-15. 
96 In his 1962 book The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, the German sociologist Jűrgen 
Habermas famously argues that the emergence of new institutions including the print media in the early 
modern Europe has contributed to the opening up of public affairs to scrutiny by citizens. Although 
setting up a paradigm for later studies of the public sphere, Habermas has nevertheless been criticized 
for his over-emphasizing an idealized bourgeois, homogeneous public sphere and overlooking the 
significance of the mass media shaping an alternative, proletarian public sphere. For scholars 
disagreeing with Habermas on his endorsing a bourgeois conception of the public sphere, see Oskar 
Negt and Alexander Kluge, Public Sphere and Experience: Toward an Analysis of the Bourgeois and 
Proletarian Public Sphere, trans. Peter Labanyi, Jamie Daniel, and Assenka Oksiloff (Minneapolis: 
Minnesota UP, 1993); Miriam Hansen, Babel and Babylon: Spectatorship in American Silent Film; 
Miriam Hansen, “America, Paris, the Alps: Kracauer (and Benjamin) on Cinema and Modernity,” 
Cinema and the Invention of Modern Life, ed. Leo Charney and Vaneessa R. Schwartz (Berkeley: 
California UP, 1995) 374-84; James Donald and Stephanie Hemelryk, “The Publicness of Cinema,” 
Reinventing Film Studies, ed. Christine Gledhill and Linda Williams (London: Arnold, 2000) 114-29. 
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of entertainment in the early twentieth century, the cinema opened up a social space in 

the masses’ lives because of its neighborhood character, low admission fee, egalitarian 

seating structure, and informal atmosphere.97 Allowing for the mixing with friends, 

acquaintances, and even strangers, the cinema is becoming a respectable site for 

experiencing diversity. Besides, providing fantasy, pleasure, and distraction, the early 

cinema is also a venue for the masses wanting a momentary relief from their everyday 

boredom and surveillance. Especially for the immigrants, the working class, and 

women indulging the anonymous, modern form of leisure, the early cinema means a 

threshold, a liminal space mediating the ethnic, class, and gender demarcations of 

their everyday life.98 

These revisionist views on the early cinema shed much light on Richardson’s 

observations of the cinema-going masses and the cinema as an emerging public space 

in the late 1920s London. In her “ethnographical” observations on the fellow 

cinema-goers, Richardson represents the early cinema as a public space for the 

heterogeneous viewing public. Frequenting London’s cinemas, large and small, 

Richardson observes that the cinema is a place embracing all kinds of urban 

pleasure-seekers. For her, the cinema is a “refuge, a trysting-place, a shelter from rain 

and cold at less than the price of an evening’s light and fire” (171). It is a place of 

                                                       
97 See Shelley Stamp, Movie-struck Girls: Women and Motion Picture Culture after the Nickelodeon; 
Roy Rosenzweig, Eight Hours for What We Will: Workers and Leisure in an Industrial City, 1870-1920; 
Elizabeth Ewan, Immigrant Women in the land of Dollars: Life and Culture in the Lower Easter Side, 
1890-1925; Kathy Peiss, Cheap Amusements: Working Women and Leisure in Turn-of-the-Century New 
York. 
98 As the film and social historian Miriam Hansen puts it, the early cinema was a real place, ordinary 
and easily accessible, yet at the same time it was a site for the imaginative negotiation of the gaps 
between family, school, workplace, between traditional standards of sexual behavior and modern 
dreams of romance and sexual expression, between freedom and anxiety. See Miriam Hansen, Babel 
and Babylon: Spectatorship in American Silent Film 118. 
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“universal hospitality,” where “[anyone] may be there” (170-171). The cinema is also 

a “school, salon, brothel, and bethel” providing “art, science, religion, philosophy, 

commerce, sport, adventure” through flashes of beauty of all sorts (171). In saying so, 

Richardson highlights the multiple, though apparently contradictory, functions the 

cinema is supposed to serve in her time. As venues of art, entertainment, education, 

and morality, the cinema is paradoxically conceived through Richardson’s comments. 

Comments as such reveal also the cinema’s threshold status in terms of its 

breaking with the traditional domain of art and the bourgeois conception of the public 

sphere. Through comparing the cinema to a school, salon, and bethel as well as to its 

earlier stigmatized label “the brothel,” Richardson gives a twist of mass pleasure 

which traditionalists condemn. Richardson’s observation enables her to claim that 

cinema-going is an emerging urban activity inviting indiscriminatingly the masses, 

regardless of their sex, age, class, and taste of art. Of those sitting on the velvet seat 

may be “[happy] youth, happy childhood, weary women of all classes for whom at 

home there is no resting-place” (171). Or those elder spectators, “whose ears sound 

always the approaching footsteps of death,” are “free from the sense of moments 

ticked off” (171). Or those slum cinema-goers, “who are condemned, with no prospect 

of change to a living death, are lifted for a while into a sort of life as are said to be on 

the great festivals the souls in hell” (181). Or a charming girl, despairing of her first 

quarrel with the lover, may find that the cinema “as [a] refuge near her lodgings opens 

its twilit spaces and makes itself her weepery” (171). Or still even the intellectual, 

who “[sues] the cinema as a stupefier,” would nevertheless come to films for 

refreshment. 
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Admittedly, cinema-going is, for Richardson, an activity of social significance 

particularly to the urban masses. According to her, the film is a “social art, a show, 

something for collective seeing” and “a small ceremonial prepared for a group” like 

the urban spectators who otherwise find themselves isolated in their everyday 

experience (191). And cinema-going is an evening’s entertainment “providing hours 

of relaxation” and the trip to downtown cinemas “revives the unfailing bright sense of 

going out” and “lifts off the burden and heat of the day” (170). Thus, as well as 

indulging the visual pleasures in the dark, closed space, the urban cinema-goers enjoy 

visiting the cinema because in doing so they are able to free themselves from daily 

routines and walk off the marked boundaries of the family, school, and workplace.99 

Celebrating particularly the pleasure of women’s cinema-going in the late 1920s 

London, Richardson indicates that cinema-going has become a trendy, plebeian 

activity linking up with the development of fashion, mass consumption, and public 

space: 

Splendid. It’s the next best thing to a dance and sure to be good you can 

get a nice meal at a restaurant and decide while you’re there and if the 

one you choose is full up there’s another round the corner nothing to fix 

and worry about. And it’s all so nice nothing poky and those fine great 

entrance halls everything smart and just right and waiting there for 

friends you feel in society like anybody else if your hat’s all right and 

your things and my word the ready-mades are so cheap nowadays you 

                                                       
99 See Miriam Hansen, Babel and Babylon: Spectatorship in American Silent Film 115-18; de 
Certeau’s theory on the walker’s practice of detouring or deviating from his/her everyday routes is also 
applicable to these mass pleasure-seekers negotiating their daily space. See Michel de Certeau, The 
Practice of Everyday Life 91-110. 
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need never go so shabby and the commissionaires and all those smart 

people make you feel smart. It’s as good an evening as you can have and 

time for a nice bit of supper afterwards. (170 italics original) 

These lines indicate also that instead of employing a top-down, male-dominated 

perspective on popular pleasures, as critics of mass culture do, Richardson, who 

identifies with the female viewing public, looks at the many pleasurable, positive 

effects of cinema-going on women cinema-goers conscious of their taking part in a 

wider urban space and a fashionable, respected form of pleasure. 

     In Richardson’s view, urban cinema-goers are the subject of spectatorship as 

well as that of mobility. Considering the younger generation to be more accustomed to 

modernized, urban distractions, Richardson asserts that “[u]ncertainty, noise, speed, 

movement, rapidity of external change that has taught them to realise that to-morrow 

will not be as to-day, all these factors have helped to make the younger generation 

shock-proof in a manner unthinkable to the majority of their forebears” (204). The 

newly urbanized generation’s much improved visual ability to deal with urban shocks 

is further linked by Richardson to the film spectator’s ability to contemplate the no 

less distracting spectacles on the screen. Richardson draws many analogies between 

the urban spectator and the film spectator capable of aesthetical contemplation, which 

is mediated by their similarly enchanted eyes. To begin with, for Richardson, the film 

spectator capable of contemplating filmic fantasies finds his/her counterpart in the 

urban spectator adapting to visual stimuli of all sorts and becoming aware of his/her 

taking part in commoditized, urban distractions. Rather than being distracted by the 

modern, commoditized spectacles, the film spectator, as well as the urban spectator, 
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learns to distance him/herself from “well-acted fantasies.” The film, in Richardson’s 

view, plays a vital role in technically and aesthetically mirroring the customary and 

restoring its essential quality so that the film spectator, emerging from his/her 

“narcissistic” contemplation, becomes a disinterested observer, “through whose eyes 

what had grown too near and too familiar to be visible is seen with a ready-made 

detachment that restores its lost originality” (202).100 

     When accommodating to the visual stimuli, the film spectator, like the 

high-strung urban spectator, cultivates the attitude of blaséness, a self-defending 

mechanism developed to adjust to the constantly-renewed visual shocks. In his 1903 

article “The Metropolis and Mental Life,” the German sociologist Georg Simmel 

famously addresses being blasé as typical of metropolitans needing to deal with 

shocks in an ever-changing ambience. According to him, the incapability to react to 

new stimulations with the required amount of energy constitutes “the blasé attitude 

which every child of a large city evinces” (329). And the blasé attitude is a particular 

adaptive phenomenon, in which “the nerves reveal their final possibility of adjusting 

to the content and form of metropolitan life by renouncing the response to them” 

(330). While Simmel notices particularly the blasé attitude of the urban spectator, 

Walter Benjamin in his 1936 artwork essay explores the tactile, distracted 

                                                       
100 For Richardson, among the innumerable gifts bestowed by film-viewing, such is “the gift of quiet, 
of attention and concentration, of perspective” (205). For her, however, the soundless is a better catalyst 
for the making of a disinterested spectator. In her September 1930 article entitled “A Tear for Lycidas” 
addressing the rise of “the Talkies,” Richardson argues against going to these speech films threatening 
to deprive spectators of their ability to contemplate. She laments over the wane of silent films, in which 
the soundless environment could enhance a contemplative distance between the seer and the seen better 
than the speech film. Indicating the precedence of the faculty of sight in the silent film, Richardson 
believes that silent films are more conducive to the detachment on the part of the spectator and that in 
giving a sufficient level of concentration on the part of the spectator, silent films allow “a sufficient 
rousing of his collaborating creative consciousness” (197). 
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spectatorship associated with the film spectator accommodating to filmic stimulations 

by apperception and habit. According to Benjamin, the spectator’s reception in a state 

of distraction “finds in the film its true means of exercise” and through putting the 

distracted viewing public in the position of the critic, “the film with its shock effect 

meets this mode of reception halfway” (“Work of Art” 240). 

Both Benjamin’s conception of distracted filmic spectatorship and Simmel’s 

conception of blasé urban spectatorship are useful in approaching the fellow film 

spectators under Richardson’s observation, who are learning to suspend their visual 

response to the film’s shocks and adapt to those visual stimuli tactilely and 

apperceptively. For Richardson, the distraction is much reduced by the spectator’s 

over-exposure to filmic fantasies, thus creating the possibility of his/her “critical” 

viewing. Frequenting the late 1920s London’s cinemas, Richardson finds herself 

accompanied by many such blasé film audiences, who are particularly drawn to “the 

first rows.” Impressed by the audiences growing in “critical grace” and their “audible 

running commentary,” Richardson finds also that the quality of attention and 

collaboration on the part of these audiences has changed accordingly: 

. . . the front rows are no longer thrilled quite as they were in their earlier 

silent days by the hocus-pocus. They come level-headed and serenely 

talking through drama that a year ago would have held them dizzy and 

breathless. Even a novel situation does not too much disturb them. They 

attend, refused to be puzzled, watch for the working out. (173). 

Through these lines Richardson highlights that the general viewing public, instead of 

being passive onlookers and mass consumers, manifest their power to judge and look 
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at the mass-produced fantasies critically, despite the fact that they might be “trained” 

to do so by those same filmic fantasies originally dazzling them. 

Another analogy Richardson draws between the urban spectator and the film 

spectator is that they are both capable of a cosmopolitan vision, exercised in the city’s 

and the film’s cosmic backdrops respectively. Owing to commercialization, 

immigration, and the improvement in international transport, capital cities like 

London have since the late-nineteenth century turned into a site of cosmopolitan 

encounters. For different reasons, the “aliens” including the business-people, the 

travelers, and the immigrants walk side by side across urban space with the “native” 

strollers, who are already a mixed breed as a consequence of urbanization. The city’s 

phantasmagoria is enhanced by these “alien spectacles.” Walking the streets, the urban 

spectator is thus a “man of the world” as well as a “man of the crowd.” Filmic 

spectatorship, for Richardson, is also featured by a cosmopolitan vision as such. 

Richardson believes that as a media of cultural communication, the film plays a 

powerful role in “the world-wide conversations,” entitling the spectator to “the 

insensibly learned awareness of alien people and alien ways” (186, 205). For the 

cinema-goers in rural districts, whose life is limited to the confines of a village or 

hamlet, the effect of the film’s cultivating an urban, cosmopolitan vision is even more 

obvious.101 For facing the screen, these rural cinema-goers “become for a while 

                                                       
101 While considering cinema to be essentially a form of urban pleasure, Richardson nevertheless 
examines its effect on cinema-goers in the rural district, “where life is lived all the year around in the 
open or between transparent walls, lived from birth too death in the white light of a publicity for which 
towns can offer no parallel” (185). Richardson maintains that the cinema may provide these rural 
cinema-goers “their only escape from ceaseless association, their only solitude, the solitude that is said 
to be possible only in cities” (185). Besides, highlighting that cinema-viewing could offer a 
cosmopolitan vision, Richardson elaborates on the new, urban experience these rural viewers may have. 
Through associating cinema-viewing with urban visual experience, Richardson thus reinforces her 
conception of cinema as being an urban pleasure for even the rural viewer. 
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citizens of a world whose every face is that of a stranger” and “the mere sight of these 

unknown people is refreshment” (185). They are “amplified,” “have a joyful 

half-conscious preoccupation with this new world,” and “have no longer quite the 

local quality they had” (186). 

As is demonstrated, cinema-going is an urban pleasure registering not only the 

masses’ mobility but also their spectatorship, both being ascribed by Richardson to the 

democratizing possibilities inherent in ways of urban life. While primarily concerned 

about the mass spectatorship made possible by a new form of public entertainment 

and a new visual media, Richardson, as a female spectator, nevertheless pays 

particular attention to the ways women spectators get involved in filmic pleasure and 

their practices of mobility and spectatorship through cinema-going. 

Women’s Viewing 

     At the first issue of Close-Up in July 1927, Richardson, aware of the increasing 

significance of cinema-going as women’s pleasure, offers her sympathy for women 

indulging the dream world. Of the crowd facing a screen where fantasies of all sorts 

are being played, Richardson is particularly drawn to a newly-born female audience 

who, momentarily indulges herself in fantasies thus created, has been able to escape 

from her daily boredom of housework and motherhood. Going to a garish cinema in 

North London one Monday afternoon, Richardson finds among the scattered audience 

a large congregation of women spectators being entertained and comforted in a new 

women’s place of pleasure: 

[The] scattered audience was composed almost entirely of mothers. Their 
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children, apart from the infants accompanying them, were at school and 

their husbands were at work. It was a new audience, born within the last 

few months. Tired women, their faces sheened with toil, and small 

children, penned in semi-darkness and foul air on a sunny afternoon. 

There was almost no talk. Many of the women sat alone, figures of 

weariness at rest. (160) 

The appearance of these female audiences indicates exactly the undermining of 

separate spheres commencing since the fin de siècle period. Together with young 

working girls or single working women frequenting the city’s fashionable cinemas or 

super-cinemas to solace tiredness coming from the weekday’s routine job, these 

mothers finding shelter in local, suburban cinemas are among the phenomenally 

increasing female audience of the late 1920s London.102 

Besides, as a newly-created pleasure for women, the cinema engages gender, 

consumption, and entertainment as much as any other forms of female pleasure. 

Inspired by the approach of culture studies, feminists in recent decades have come up 

with explanations for women’s pleasure in cinema-going. Considering women’s 

cinema-going to be a site of resistance, cultural feminists examining the previously 

stigmatized popular pleasure highlight that women’s cinema-going, as well as other 

forms of female pleasure, is a conscious and active appropriation of mass 

consumption. Rather than constructing an a-historical, universal spectator, cultural 

feminists through ethnographical studies examine the real female spectator in the 

“context” of viewing, her specific appropriation of the cinema image-text, and her 
                                                       
102 See Nicolas Hiley, “The British Cinema Auditorium,” Film and the First World War, ed. Karel 
Dibbets and Bert Hogenkamp (Amsterdam: Amsterdam UP, 1994) 162. 
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cinema-going as a cultural practice.103 As Miriam Hansen writes, the early cinema 

was a place women could frequent on their own, as independent customers, where 

they could experience forms of collectivity different from those centering on the 

family: 

[The early cinema] catered to women as an audience, as the subject of 

collective reception and public interaction. It thus functioned as a 

particularly female heterotopias, because it simultaneously represented, 

contested, and inverted the gendered demarcation of private and public 

spaces. It was a site for the imaginative negotiation of the gaps between 

family, school, and workplace, between traditional standards of sexual 

behavior and modern dreams of romance and sexual expression, between 

freedom and anxiety. This arena consisted not only of the theater’s 

physical space and the social environment it assimilated, but crucially 

involved the phantasmagoric space on the screen, and the multiple and 

dynamic transactions between these spaces. (1991: 118) 

Through offering escape, fantasy and pleasure, the cinema, like department stores and 

romance fiction, might thus provide a “borderland,” material and imaginary, where 

Richardson and her fellow women spectators have momentary relief from the 

suffocating daily routine or domesticity as well as women shoppers and readers do. 

In a large sense, Richardson’s approving attitude toward women’s cinema-going 

is underpinned by her critical observations on women’s cinematic spectatorship. 

                                                       
103 In this regard, these cultural feminists are joined by a group of feminist film historians exploring the 
historical female spectator and her involvement in the production and consumption of cinema. See 
Miriam Hansen, Babel and Babylon: Spectatorship in American Silent Film 114-25. 
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According to her, women going to motion pictures are not merely passive recipients 

of diegetic illusion. Frequenting the palace of dreams, certain women spectators are 

capable of criticizing what is being played on the screen, though not with a 

professional eye. In her March 1928 article Richardson indicates that in their bold 

disobedience of the yet-to-be-made film etiquette,104 women spectators growing tired 

of “stock characters” and the “typical incident of an average film” may feel “a little 

blasé” and choose to dialogize with their companions over the pictures they are 

watching (176). It is thus simply out of the question to sit beside these talking women 

spectators and have an “escape via incidents into the world of meditation or of 

thought” (176). The appearance of these talkative women spectators, who see through 

mass-produced fantasies and do a “negotiated” viewing, has thus a twofold 

significance. On the one hand, the “critical” power of these women spectators is such 

that they emblemize the masses getting disillusioned with cinemas as mass-produced, 

formulaic designs of popular culture. On the other hand, Richardson highlights that 

such a viewing capability is a gendered practice, exhibiting women’s ability to 

distance themselves from those otherwise delusive fantasies on the screen. 

In this regard, Richardson’s active, critical woman spectators are sharply 

contrasted with those passive, manipulated women spectators depicted in Siegfried 

                                                       
104 As the cinema has since the late 1920s begun to require a silent, attentive mode of film 
spectatorship, the viewers failing to meet such requirements were often caricatured in contemporary 
film magazines for their misbehavior. Women viewers were particularly the target of these caricatures 
accusing them of their talkativeness and absent-mindedness. Mockingly, Richardson also makes a list 
of admonitions on the offensive behaviors the female viewer is likely to make, such as “Don’t be audile 
in any way unless the film brings you laughter,” “Cease, in fact, to exist as a contributing part of the 
film, critical or otherwise, and if critical, silently so,” and “Don’t deliver public lectures on the film as 
it unfolds” (175). However, Richardson ultimately comes up with a positive view on those talkative 
women resisting being consumed by filmic fantasies. For women spectators caricatured for their 
misbehaviors in the cinema of the 1920s, see Shelley Stamp, Movie-struck Girls: Women and Motion 
Picture Culture after the Nickelodeon 26-27. 
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Kracauer’s 1927 series of articles on female spectatorship entitled “The Little Shop 

Girls Go to the Movies.”105 Unfolding his observation on the shop-girls crying over a 

film melodrama, Siegfried Kracauer claims that they surrender to the sentiments 

roused by the heroine’s self-sacrificial, tragic love.106 Implying that these female 

spectators with “stupid little hearts” are like the heroine sacrificing for her ungrateful 

lover, Kracauer says “there are many people who sacrifice themselves nobly, because 

they are too lazy to rebel” and “many tears are shed because to cry is sometimes 

easier than to think” (292). Employing a pessimistic perspective on women’s 

cinema-viewing, Kracauer considers these shop-girl spectators, no less than the 

heroine’s untrustworthy image, to be susceptible to mass culture’s deceptive schemes. 

By contrast, highlighting the appearance of those blasé female spectators learning to 

criticize cinematic fantasies through their newly acquired apperceiving ability, 

Richardson indicates that women as spectators are hardly passive, mindless, or even 

over-identified with cinematic images, but distanced, skeptical, and active. Besides, 

unlike Kracauer, whose male-dominated view overlooks the historical and gendered 

significances of women’s cinema-viewing in the 1920s, Richardson stresses the many 

positive aspects such a cultural practice involves for women, such as fending off the 

                                                       
105 Each of the eight short articles satirically portrays the shop girl as a certain type of classical 
spectator, who immerses herself in the film through empathetic identification and absorption. See 
Siegfried Kracauer, “The Little Shop Girls Go to the Movies,” The Mass Ornament, trans. and ed. 
Thomas Y. Levine (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1995) 291-304. For views on Kracauer’s linking up 
mass consumption, femininity, and passivity in these series of articles on the shop girls’ 
cinema-viewing, see Lise Shapiro Sanders, Consuming Fantasies: Labor, Leisure, and the London 
Shopgirl 1880-1920 (Columbus: Ohio State UP, 2006) 186-87; Patrice Petro, Joyless Streets: Women 
and Melodramatic Representation in Weimar Germany 66-68. 
106 The plot of the film melodrama is summarized as follows: the heroine is a young woman, who is 
left in poverty by her father’s suicide and is subsequently abandoned by her fiancé concerned with 
promoting his career as a lieutenant and wanting to avoid any hint of poverty or indecency. To support 
herself, the young woman takes a job under an assumed name as a dancer on the stage. After many 
years, the lieutenant repenting his wrongdoing finds the women again and suggests marriage. Yet the 
woman poisons herself to force her lover, through her death, to think of only his career. 
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boredom of everyday life, indulging in the pleasures the cinema offers, and joining a 

new women’s public space, as has been indicated above. In doing so, Richardson is 

able to give a twist of femininity that Kracauer has linked with passivity, 

sentimentality, and uncritical mass consumption in his observation on the shop-girls’ 

cinema-viewing. 

While addressing particularly female spectators frequenting the late 1920s 

London’s cinemas, Richardson nevertheless universalizes their spectatorship as a 

feminine paradigm of viewing, contrasted by a male viewing commanding the 

apparently unified perception. In Richardson’s view, the female spectator conscious of 

her viewing asserts a critical and highly meta-perceptive vision. She has the 

discriminating female spectator typified as such: 

She does not need, this type of woman clearly does not need, the illusions 

of art to come to the assistance of her own sense of existing. Instinctively 

she maintains a balance, the thing perceived and herself perceiving. . . . 

She is the amateur realist. Not all the wiles of the most perfect art can 

shift her from the center where she dwells. Nor has she aught but scorn 

for those who demand that she shall be so shifted. (176) 

Casting a female gaze on and off the screen, the female spectator, free from man’s 

pitiful illusions of history, “takes all things currently” and “sees everything in terms of 

life that uncannily she knows to be at all times fundamentally the same” (176). 

Ultimately, in an emphatic tone, Richardson concludes that the female spectator 

asserting herself in the presence of cinematic grandeurs “unconsciously testifies that 

life goes on, art or no art and that the onlooker is a part of spectacle” (176). 
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Since the late 1970s, debates over women’s capability as spectators have been 

initiated by the feminist film critic Laura Mulvey, who employs psychoanalytic 

theories only to exclude the possibility of female spectatorship in her seminal article 

“Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema.” According to her, most Hollywood-made 

films are underpinned by ‘a male-dominated scopic regime’ in which male visual 

superiority and visual space are maintained coherently through mechanism such as 

voyeurism and fetishistic scopophilia. While attacking the omnipresent patriarchal 

gaze in popular films, Mulvey nevertheless overlooks the visual uncertainty and 

incoherence of gazing and thus overstressed the power of male looking. The many 

premises of her analytic model, such as there being a passive female spectator and the 

female character serving as merely a “spectacle,” have been challenged by later 

feminists, who assert that gazing is never a stable process and is constantly 

susceptible to the gaze from the “other.” 107 To provide paradigms accountable for 

women’s viewing, feminist film critics have recently devoted themselves to 

uncovering cinematic pleasures unique to women spectators consuming 

mass-produced, patriarchy-laden spectacles. Re-appropriating theories of 

psychoanalysis maintaining that the visual space is incoherent and unstable, these 

critics repudiate the traditional dichotomy of the male as spectator and the female as 

spectacle. For them, the subject looking is also the subject being looked at and vice 

                                                       
107 See Joan Copjec, “The Orthopsychic Subject: Film Theory and the Reception of Lacan,” October 
49 (1989): 53-72; Elizabeth Cowie, “Fantasia,” The Woman in Question: M/F, eds. Parveen Adams and 
Elizabeth Cowie (London: Verso, 1990) 149-96; Mary Ann Doane, “Masquerade Reconsidered: Further 
Thoughts on the Female Spectator,” Discourse: Journal for Theoretical Studies in Media and Culture 
11.1 (1988): 42-54; Tania Modleski, The Women Who Knew Too Much: Hitchcock and Feminist Theory 
(London: Methuen, 1988); Laura Mulvey, “Afterthoughts on ‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema’ 
Inspired by King Vidor’s Duel in the Sun (1946),” Framework 15-17 (1981): 12-15; Kaja Silverman, 
Male Subjectivity at the Margins (London: Routledge, 1992). 
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versa, thus relieving the female spectator and her viewing from an omnipresent, 

all-powerful male gaze. In this regard, Richardson, whose view on women’s 

spectatorship is largely based on the resistant, active female gaze, anticipates those 

later feminist film critics overwhelming the male-dominated visual regime. 

Such a construct of the female gaze is further elaborated in her March 1932 

article entitled “The Film Gone Male.” In this article, Richardson argues that film as 

an expression owes much to the essentially dichotomized, gendered modes of 

perception. According to her, men priding themselves on “clear speech” are 

nevertheless inferior to women whose various uses of speech are merely a “façade” 

and whose excellence lies in neither speech nor language but in memory per se, which 

instead of being a passive consciousness, could “pile up its wealth only round 

universal, unchanging, unevolving verities” (206). Pitting the sound/the 

local/masculinity against the soundless/the universal/femininity, Richardson thus 

argues that with the coming of the sound to films, cinema-viewing would be less 

contemplative and more propagandistic, thus becoming a “masculine” experience. 

Lamenting the loss of “the old time films’ gracious silence,” Richardson claims that 

the sound, the speech, and the language are masculine forms of expression and that 

the sound film becoming audile might become also a medium of propaganda, “the 

chosen battle-ground of rival patterns, plans, ideologies in endless succession and 

bewildering variety” (206-07). On the contrary, the silent film, a feminine form of 

expression, is a medium of communication, which “in the day of its innocence” has 

“more intention than direction, more purpose than plan” and has a power to “evoke, 

suggest, reflect, express from within its moving parts and in their totality of 
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movement” (206). Besides, whereas the sound film might insinuate and propagandize, 

the silent film in its insistence on contemplation “provided a pathway to reality” 

(206). 

As the above has indicated, the female gaze in Richardson’s film criticism 

denotes alternative ways to perceive, express, and approach reality as well as the 

female spectator’s ability to assert herself amidst cinematic illusions. Associating the 

silent film with a feminine, contemplative viewing position, Richardson renders 

“femininity” a trope of aesthetical and perceptional contemplation, not unrelated to 

women’s gendered viewing position. Besides, the female spectator in Richardson’s 

film criticism manifests femininity in terms of her being a female gender, a viewing 

subject, and a cultural consumer. Such feminine spectatorship is practiced not only by 

her fellow spectators but also by Richardson herself. Re-appropriating femininity as a 

critical edge upon issues such as perception, spectatorship, filmic expression, and 

popular pleasure, Richardson thus tackles women’s cinema-viewing as a matter of 

gendered, perceptual, and cultural significances and in addressing this matter her film 

criticism also embodies an alternative, feminine observation on cinematic pleasure 

and spectatorship. 

*** 

Since the invention of cinema at the fin de siècle, cinema-going has become one 

staple entertainment especially catering for the needs of a swarming crowd 

accompanying the rapid progress of urbanization and industrialization. As a means of 

mass entertainment culminating in popularity from the 1920s to the 1940s, cinema 

does not meet as much applause from the contemporary cultural critics as from the 
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general public. Along with the development of mass consumption, commodity culture, 

and public space in the early twentieth century, cinema and cinema-going register not 

only the booming of popular, commoditized pleasure but also the dwindling of a 

high-brow culture privileging only a selected minority. As the above has indicated, 

throughout her film criticism Dorothy Richardson argues for an alternative measure 

for cinema as an art form and popular pleasure. Observing that cinematic spectacles 

have contributed and corresponded to a renewed modern spectatorship, particularly on 

the part of the urban cinema-goer, Richardson, an urban rambler and spectator, 

develops alternative views on cinematic spectatorship and the mass cinema-going in 

the late 1920s and the early 1930s. In many ways, Richardson’s views on cinema, 

cinematic spectatorship and cinema-going challenge and even reverse the implicitly 

gendered assumptions held by the critics of cinema in her time. Unlike those 

criticizing cinema for producing the uncultivated mass spectatorship and the passive, 

“feminized” spectator, Richardson unearths the many positive aspects of the mass’s 

cinema-going, which is, for her, a matter of visual, spatial, and aesthetical 

significances. Predicated on her observation of the mass spectatorship, Richardson’s 

view of women’s cinema-going re-appropriates femininity traditionally associated 

with passivity, exhaustedness, and being-looked-at-ness, rendering women’s viewing 

a powerful look at the already enlarged and transgressed visual and urban space. 


